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July 12, 1866

An account of the first inauguration at Hope College on this
date, and the first commencement, July 17, 1866, in a college
publication, entitled, Hope College Remembrancer.
Albertus Van Raalte is not present for these significant
occasions because he and Mrs. Van Raalte are visiting the
Netherlands. [See p. 24.]
People who gave speeches during the course of events were:
Rev. Mancius S. Hutton,
Rev. Isaac N. Wyckoff,
Dr. Philip Phelps,
Peter Moerdyk (gave his student oration in Latin)
William B. Gilmore,
Harm Woltman,
William Moerdyk
William A. Shields,
John W. Te Winkle, (Dutch oration)
Ale Buursma, and
Gerrit Dangremond.
The baccalaureate sermon is also printed, pp. 41-50, which was
preached by President Phelps in the First Reformed Church.
[The first commencement number is dedicated to Samuel B.
Schieffelin of New York, a major donor to the college.]
The college seal is pictured on the second page. The college
chapel/gymnasium and two frame buildings are pictured on p. 21.
The words of the college song were written by Philip Phelps and
set to music by William G. Gilmore, p. 20.
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THE

HOPE COLLEGE REMEMBRANCER
Is intended, m its name denotes, partly for the graduates of HOPE COLLEGE, as a
memorial of their student days, and partly for other friends of the Institution as an
occasional reminder of its work and wants.
Originally the idea included nothing more than a private souvenir of college life: But
that its usefulness might be enhanced, the plan has been extended so as to embrace what,
for brevity's sake, might be called Commencement literature. This explains the form
adopted, which, while neat and legible, is compact and economical, enabling us to continuo
in a permanent and uniform series our own Commencement productions of various kinds—
though as regards the orations of those about to be graduated, any considerable increase
of volume here, might perhaps so far modify the theory of the First Commencement Number, as to require a selection for honorary insertion in the REMEMBRANCER. Here it may
be noticed, that while each number is complete in itself, having its own paging, the
series is at the same time connected by means of the figures at the foot of the pages.
Among earthly influences for good, there is none more sound and efficient than that
which binds the alumnus of a well-ordered college, to his Alma Hater. No mind can revisit the scenes of early college days, and mingle again with old college professors and
companions, and hear anew the lessons of wisdom, without the purest enjoyments and
incentives. At such times more than at others, fond Memory gilds the past, and bright
Hope illumines the future. And every Commencement occasion which adds a due proportion of the social element to the purely intellectual, and which observes the just medium
between worldliness and pharisaism, is an oasis in life.
Between the first classes of HOPE COLLEGE and the Institution to which they are related,
there is a tie of very special tenderness and power, arising from peculiar circumstances
which they alone can appreciate. And they desire and deserve that their Alma Hater
should give them this memento.
But to others who may be interested in the Institution, the REMESIBRANCER expects to
make occasional visits, in order to strengthen the bonds that unite them; and should it by
chance meet strangers, it trusts that it will receive, not criticism, but sympathy. It solicits
the prayers and liberalities of all upon whose affection and generosity it may be supposed
to have any proper claim.
HOPE COLLEGE is doing a work which, she has every reason to believe, is the work of the
Lord; and to her influences the language of the prophet may in some degree be literally
adapted: "The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them; and the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the rose." Feeling this, she does not hesitate to ask and receive, even as she needs, the free-will offerings of the poor and the larger gifts of the rich.
At least, she seeks to be cherished by those who would continually extend the blessings of
Christian education.
Hollow», °Trews Co., Mica, Apra, 1867.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY.

Hon COLLEGE is the child of the Reformed Protestant (Dutch) Church in America.
Beginning with the year 1837, a few scattered churches had been formed by the Denomination at points in some of the North-western States; one feature of the theory of church
extension at that time, being that the Dutch church could not readily, go where there did
not exist a Dutch nucleus. These churches were continued without any educational bond;
although the missionaries foresaw the necessity of one, and some of the leading minds in
the Denomination were endeavoring to meet it.
Beginning with the year 1846, a number of immigrant churches arrived from the Netherlands, under the leadership of a few ministers; and the chief Colony was located on Black
Lake, a harbor of Lake Michigan, and in the State of Michigan.
At this latter place, called Holland, a Latin class in connection with a general school was
formed in 1851, and two years afterward, was placed under the care of the Board of Education, R. P. D. C.
This school was developed in 1855, into what became known as the HOLLAND ACADEMY
In 1862, the first Freshman class of a new College was formed out of the Academy, which
class, with the exception of two of its members, remained to be graduated in 1866, and now
constitutes the theological class of the Institution.
The General Synod, in 1863, approved the Collegiate Department, appointed a Board of
Superintendents, and recommended the securing of an endowment, which action was more
fully renewed in 1864.
Successive classes were added until in 1865, the four classes wore complete; and the
endowment work had been begun and was favorably progressing.
The first catalogue and circular was issued in December, 1865 — the College was incorporated May 14th, 1866— the first President was inaugurated July 12th, 1866—and the
first class was graduated July 17th, 1866. .

fflopt (giollege Xttutentbrastret.
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FIRST INAUGURATION.

1866.

INAUGURATION OF 'tab FIRST PRESIDENT OF HOPE COLLEGE.
LN'TItODUCTORY,

IT has been seen from the historical summary which prefaces this number of the
REMEMBRANCE; that the college development was gradual, and that the organization was completed before becoming legally
formal.
When, by regular growth, the four customary college classes had been brought
into existence, and when there had been
secured endowment sufficient to meet the
requirements of the civil law, the Board of
Superintendents of the Institution met (Oct
27th, 1865), and made such arrangements as
seemed necessary for the permanent establishment of the new college.
For a corporate name they adopted the
style and title of the Council of Hope allege; and they issued the first catalogue
and circular of the Institution, in which the
details of its history and the plan of its
organization were comprised.
They appointed the times for the various
exercises which were to be held during the
first Commencement week And they
chose a committee, consisting of Rev. Drs,
Jonx L. SEE and JOHN MASON FERRIS, conferring with Rev. Dr. PHILIP PRELPS, the
President elect, to make arrangements for
the inauguration of the first President.
During the following winter, the Articles
of Association, drawn up in accordance
with the plan previously published in the
catalogue and circular, were prepared, and
the document having been sent by mail to
the various members of Council, and having

been signed by them was duly filed in the
office of the Secretary of State of the State
of Michigan, on the 14th of May, 1866, and
a copy officially certified was obtained.
This copy, together with the first catalogue and circular, was laid before the
General Synod in June, 1866, by whom the
Council of Hope College was duly recognized.. The General Synod also adopted a
paper submitted by the Synod of Chicago,
amendatory of the plan of supervision of
the Institution in certain particulars.
At a subsequent meeting of the Council,
the Inauguration Committee reported that
they had invited Rev. Dr. MANclus S. HUTTON, of New York, President of the Board
of Education, R. P. D. C., to deliver the
Inaugural Oration; Rev. Dr. ISAAC N.
WYCKOFF, of Albany, former Pastor of Dr.
Pinups, to deliver the Charge to the President elect; and the latter to follow with an
Inaugural Address; and that these brethren
had severally accepted and fulfilled their
appointments.
Their report was adopted, and it was resolved that a copy of the Inaugural Discourses be requested for publication, with
the thanks of the Council for the excellent
and appropriate service rendered to the
College.
These productions have been made to
compose the inaugural number of the HOPE
COLLEGE REMEMBRANCER, which number,
unlike those that are to follow, is not only
printed, but also published.
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INAUGURAL EXERCISES.
The inauguration took place on the evening of July 12th, 1866, in the First Reformed
Church of Holland, Mich. (Rev. Dr. VAN RAALTE'S), to which the Orators, Council, Professors, students and others had marched in procession.
By invitation of the President elect, Rev. CORNELIS VAN DER METTLER of Grand
Rapids, Mich., one of the oldest of the Hollandish pastors and leaders, opened the exercises
with prayer in the Hollandish language; after which Dr. Hurrox delivered the oration.
INAUGURAL ORATION,
BY REV. MANC1US S. RUITON, 1). D.
Council, Officers and Friends of Hope College: upon the moist earth where God wills, and
The occasion on which we are met is one seems to be lost There it swells and bursts
of peculiar interest; it invites general con- its covering and becomes a little plant which
gratulation. The Council and patrons of the caterpillar may devour at a meal. It
Hope College cannot fail to -congratulate slowly expands and puts forth a feeble twig,
themselves and the cause of learning upon then adds another to it, and branch to
the great success which has crowned their branch and bough to bough. The rains of
efforts. The little band, who true to the many summers water it—the dews of a
history of their church in the father-land thousand chilly nights refresh it—successive
and to the country whose historic page re- years bring their tribute and add vigor to
cords the story of a Leyden, planted their its stem, and strength and beauty to its
school alongside of their church, may surely proportions until it stands, after the lapse of
be congratulated to-day on the object which years, a thing of power, rustling forth the
has assembled us. The Synod of Chicago praises of its great Architect So hath God
may be justly congratulated on the results caused our Institution to grow. He dropof their care and efforts. The Reformed ped the little germ here beside and between
Dutch Church of America, who received the water; It was hardly noticed. Amid
within her bosom the little colony from wintry winds and frosts slowly it grew. It
the father-land, may congratulate herself seemed at times as if even Hope could not
that the Christian kindness with which see any advance. Often she stood with
she received the strangers, has been repaid folded wings beside the infant tree, but faith
to her by the establishment of a second in God was her companion, and slowly but
college, which she may hope will prove surely He carried on His designs, and
a fountain of blessing to herself and the caused the dews of His people's prayers to
land in which we live. And surely our fra- fail no; nor their purposes and efforts to
ternal congratulations are due to the faithful, cease until He hasApread before us the
untiring and laborious brother whom we vision which to-day greets our eyes. It is
have met to inaugurate in the station which the work of God, and it was no unguided
he has earned and will adorn.
counsel which almost without human
But Christian congratulation is only an- decision styled your institution, Hope Colother term for thanksgiving to the Almighty lege. For faith, hope and charity have been
Father. We recognize His paternal hand, its watchers and attendants. Trust in the
and admire and adore the wonderful man- God of our fathers has enabled Hope to
ner in which He fulfills His designs and stand as she does to-day, not with folded
carries out His purposes of love. His plans wing; but with outstretched pinion over
are generally effected by slow but progres- your institution.
sive movements. The monarch of the
But not only in the review of the past
forest is not created in an hour. Its germ do I consider that there is significance in
is wrapped in the acorn. It is dropped the name, Hope College, but also in the
8
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promise of the future. In everything which use all needed aids and facilities; and much
bears upon the true interest and happiness as the Church has done, she has come far
of man and the glory of God, the Church short of her full mission; which brings me
of Christ, as is most seemly, has ever been to the main thought, on which I desire to
far in advance of the world. This has dwell: The true aim of the Church of Christ
been marked in the history of the colleges as the Heaven-appointed educator of the people.
of our land and of the higher schools of
As I have already intimated, the Church
learning in all lands and in all ages. They has to some extent realized her duty in this
have their origin and their support in the respect, and has endeavored to perform it.
religious feeling and sentiment of the peo- She has always insisted on the religious inple. Previous to the Reformation, the struction of the youth in the family, tho
Catholic Church is acknowledged to have school and the college, and in all her efforts
been the almost sole conservator of learn- to impart this instruction, religion has been
ing and education in the world. When the an important point But it has not genereformation occurred, the instruction of the rally been as prominent as it ought to have
young under the care of the church was been. In other words, she has not made
one of the earliest, and one of the principal education for God and for heaven her grand
objects of attention. Calvin in Geneva, and chief aim. She has been too much
Luther in Germany, the Protestants of Hol- satisfied with simply providing the teachers
land, France and Scotland had their systems and the means of mental and moral cultivaof school; academies and colleges under tion, spreading knowledge and intelligence
the direction and control of the Church. through the community. She has never felt
The christians and churches of America that she has failed in her true work in every
have always acted on the same principle. case in which the graduate of her instituThe clergy of Boston and of the neighbor- tions has not been a man of God—a devoted
ing towns, the representatives and organs of christian. She has never been aroused to
the churches, had the official charge of Har- the real extent and dignity of her apvard. Yale was under the real and effective propriate work in this field. In all her
authority of the churches of Connecticut; missionary operations, the one thing she
and those admirable lectures published under has had in view, has been the salvation of
the title of Dwight's Theology were deliv- the soul, when she has sent her preacher
ered to the under-graduates as a part of the and instructor to a heathen land. She is
college course. Princeton owes its exis- not satisfied unless she hears that souls are
tence to the Presbyterians of New York born unto God; for this she ceases not
and New Jersey. Rutgers is the child and to pray and to labor; for this she looks
the nursling of the Reformed Dutch with longing eyes and burdened heart, She
Church in this country. And every Denomi- estimates to a great degree the glory and
nation of christians in the land have schools the grandeur of such a work and such a
and colleges under their care, while scarcely result How different have been her views
a college in the land has other than a clergy- and hopes and efforts in regard to the stuman at its head, with almost all its professors, dents in her schools and colleges! She has,
ministers of the gospel. These facts speak indeed, prayed for and rejoiced in such revolumes in relation to the influence of the sults, but it has not been the one grand
Church on the higher institutions of learn- aim, the burden of her heart, the chief obing, and what she has felt to be her duty on ject for which she looks, that all her educathe subject. Nor can there be any doubt ted sons should be sons of God and heirs
on the subject of her obligation so long as of eternal life — Godlike men. And yet
the command of her Lord—go preach my nothing less than this is worthy of her, as
gospel to every .creature—binds her con- an educator, while this is worthy of all her
science. She is the Heaven-appointed edu- efforts. To enable us to realize the full
cator of this lost world, and is bound to import and the real grandeur of this work,
9
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and wonderful origin; and he is capable of
restoration. His soul, though the beautiful moral image of its Creator has been
dashed out, gone, still retains the natural
image. God is a spirit, so is the soul of
man; God is intelligence and activity, so is
the soul; God is eternal, so is the soul; God
is creative by the exercise of his will, so is
the soul of man in its degree, and redeemed
by the blood of the Son of God. Oh price
most wonderful! Redeemed by the blood of
the Son of God, whom God sent into the
world for this very object—it is again rendered capable, not only of restoration to the
glory of Eden, but of an eternal progression
in the likeness of its Creator. This restoration—to accomplish it, to carry it out, is
the end, the aim , the true work of the
Church's college. And, let me add, that our
Maker, in accomplishing this work and as an
Fair the vernal mead,
aid to it, has Himself given us, in that Son
Fair the high wrote, the sea, the sun, the stars;
incarnate, both a human and a divine model
True impress each of their creating Sire.
Yet, nor high grove, nor many colored mead,
—has given us Immanuel, God with us.
Nor the green ocean with Its thousand isles,
Oh who can over-estimate the grandeur,
Nor the starr'd azure, nor the sovereign sun,
Eer with such majesty or portraiture
the dignity and the solemnity of the work!
Imaged the supreme beauty uncreate
As does man, immortal—mortal man.
Has the church ever yet awakened to a
This is not the language of mere poetry, Ml sense of her responsibility as a Heavennor the fond and over-weening breathing of appointed Educator; and were she to do so,
self-exaltation. When God had finished would she not have in this single idea a
the n orld and had furnished it with all its motive adapted by its very loftiness, not
rich profusion of animate and inanimate only to sustain every effort but to elevate
natures, then he formed a nobler and crown- herself to meet her glorious title — The
ing creature of whom he himself declares, Kingdom of God?
Let us make man in our own image, after
Your college, gentlemen of the Council
our own likeness. While his omniscient eye and christian friends, comes nearer, if I unrested in pleasure upon all the other works derstand its history, to this ideal than any
of his hands—while he saw his image re- other college in our land. Did I not, then,
flected back in tree, and lake, and river, in speak advisedly when I said that its name
mountain and vale, in star and sun and Hope College — was an appropriate name?
worlds—yet, so faint was the image, that And in view of it, may I not call upon you
in view of it all he exclaims, Let us make amid all future struggle and effort through
man in our own image. As though when he which you may be called to pass, to adopt
had displayed his character in the formation the language of the sweet singer, and say:
of every other conception of his mind, the " Why art thou cast down, oh my soul; and
thought suggested itself, why not make a why art thou disquieted within me? Hope
being as like myself as possible; and hence thou in God, for I shall yet praise him who is
we have in man, as originally created, an the health of my countenance and my
ideal of God himself, so far as He could God."
be represented by a creature.
Yes, our hope is in God,'and in His name
True, man has fallen from his high estate, will we proceed to inaugurate the first
but he yet displays many a trace of his noble President of Hope College.
10

we have but to glance for a moment at
some of those nobler properties of our
being, which under a right education can be
brought into view and into action. Look,
then, at man's nature and origin.
Our Maker has placed us in a beautiful
world, and we cannot cast our eyes above,
beneath or around us without beholding
some bright representation of the character
Of the great Architect This was one great
end of their formation, and they perfectly
and invariably fulfill this design. To the
fact of the Divine existence, and to many of
His natural attributes, the protestations of
nature are positive, loud and unceasing, but
they do not proclaim the glory of God with
half the power which speaks in the form,
flashes in the eye, glows in the words, and is
shouted in the thoughts, the hopes, the fears
and the desires of a single human being.
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After the delivery of the preceding Inaugural Oration, there followed the
INAUGURAL CHARGE,
BY REV. ISAAC N. WYCKOFF, D. D.

My highly esteemed Friend and Brother:
A great event is transpiring before our
eyes in this present hour — an event which
cannot fail deeply to interest you and me,
and our brethren here present, and a multitude of others, who feel that learning and
religion are essential to the honor and happiness of society — an event which now
glimmers in the dawn, but will yet blaze
out in the bold light of meridian day — an
event, which some might consider as insignificant and presumptuous, but which is full
of startling promise, and whose effect and
blessing shall reach to widely surrounding
regions, to distant times and generations,
and to the glory or the doom of many souls.
That event is the full development and settlement of the College of Hope in this more
new and distant part of our country.
Twenty years ago, the region we are now
occupying, with this colony, this city, and
this College of Hope, was an unbroken
forest. Then there was no dwelling, but
here and there a solitary crib, composed of
the logs of the forest Then there was no
temple of worship, from which the voice of
praise or prayer went up to the God of the
stranger. Then there was no humble sehpolhouse, in which the young idea was taught
how to shoot But how has the God of the
poor immigrant changed the desolate aspect
of the land! Now we have many fair
and comfortable habitations. Now we have
not only suitable school-houses, which welcome their troops of ambitious learners
every day, but we have also a good and
pleasant academic structure, around which,
and in the shadows of whose lofty trees the
beautiful idea of Virgil is realized:

full of hope. An endowment is commenced
with abounding promises of completion.
Already a corps of able professors stand
ready to address themselves to the great
work of instruction. Already a goodly
company of students are initiated into the
course of classic studies. And we have
come up hither this evening to give those
last touches to the organization by the usual
formality, through which the name and
status of the College shall be established
and the great processes of education shall
be fully inaugurated.
And now, my dear President, in proceeding to offer to you the charge which I
have been sent hither to deliver, I confess
to a little strange embarrassment It is
natural and proper, generally, that the senior should deliver instructions to the junior.
It was both flattering and affectionate, that
you, as one of my sons in the ministry,
should choose your old pastor to teach you
your duty, as you had often with amiable
docility submitted yourself to his tuition.
But it is not natural nor scarcely proper
that one who has been for some years diligently studying the matter and methods of
scholastic instruclion, should be specially
charged by one who has no other qualification for such an important work than some
early experience in teaching and a lifelong
admiration of sound learning, and skill in
communication. This fact, however, which
on the one hand is a small occasion of embarrassment, is at the same time a great
relief in this respect, that you understand
your duty and have proved your adaptation,
and therefore any failure in the fullness or
appropriateness of my effort, can work no
injury to the cause, and leave nothing wantTityre, Lu, patuloe recutyans sub tegmtne fag!,
Bil vestrem tenut musam medltarls nvemt.
ing to your success.
And here, my dear brother, it seems
The present interesting occasion results
from the providence of God, favoring the scarcely necessary for me to suggest to
indomitable efforts of a man who antici- you that in consenting to be our president
pated it. by faith. A College is chartered, in this College of Hope, you have accepted
11
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Here we must visit foreign nations, and
a position and office of great, and various
and heavy responsibility. To be the pre- learn ancient and modern languages, that
siding and controlling spirit of any college, the memory may be severely drilled to
no matter how perfectly organized and with ready retention, and to nice discrimination.
whatever richness of experience and suc- Here we must hold careful converse with
cess, and however attended by professors Euclid and his household, that the reasoning
perfectly drilled in all the details of their powers may be strengthened to the percepdepartments, must be a great burden. But, tion of exact and unerring conclusions.
sir, it cannot fail to add very greatly to the Here we must plunge into the bowels of
charge to be the first president of a new the earth, and ascertain, as • much as we
college, whose foundations have just been may, the wonderful theories and facts of
laid, and where the associates, however geology. Here we must wing up to the
naturally talented, have yet in a great meas- ethereal realms, and view suns and worlds,
ure to learn their duties. And another comets, planets and nebulte, and all the
circumstance, which adds not a little to the marvelous host of heaven. Then we may
interest and difficulty of the undertaking is, descend to the surface of the earth, and
that this college, so appropriately named study and consider the myriad forms of
Hope College, is at present located chiefly beauty and utility in the finer science of
amidst a population lately foreign to our botany. And here are mechanics, and
country, and trammeled somewhat by a metaphysics, and, certainly not least of all,
foreign language — which has not had time husbandry, by which the resources of subto grow in wealth, and fully into the views sistence are mainly supplied. And, perhaps,
and habitudes of a new region. But, I feel somewhat above these, here is zoology-, the
that I have reason to congratulate you that law of animal vitality, presenting marvels
in its rising prosperity it is cast in the of variety, and beauty, and such precision
midst of a people who though not rich are of conformation and structure, that a single
generous and self-denying, and distinguished bone may suggest the species to which it
by a spirit of consecration to the glory of belonged, although that species may be
God in the salvation of man.
extinct
From these preliminary suggestions, I
But, sir, this is but an illustration of that
shall be justified in being very brief in the broad ecliptic circle of the sciences that
charge which I am honored to address to may come before the mind of the colleyou.
gian. We naturally ask what can be done
The leading topic of discussion and in- in such a field in the brief period of four
quiry seems to me to be this: As president of years, which generally concludes the college
this college, what are you bound to consider curriculum. Ah, sir, we will not expect
and propose to yourself? And I think the from you and your associates much more
simple answer is, to promote with your best than to induct your pupils into some knowlability, the intellectual, moral and spiritual edge of the nomenclature of those subjects,
culture of the youth who may be commit- and into their highest generalization; so
ted to the care of this Institution.
that they may be prepared, as genius and
I suppose I shall not mistake by placing opportunity may permit., to devote themon the foreground of the field, intellectual selves to some chosen path, and as a lifeculture; for the first idea that suggests itself work investigate the mysteries of some
when we think of a college, is —a seat of single branch of the great organon. Open to
learning; that is, mainly, natural or human them this vast cosmorama, and let them see
science.
something of what God has placed before
But here, in the' very blush of our sub- them, that the feeling of admiration and revject, there opens a scene, a circle, a length, erence may mingle with their acquisitions.
Less regarded, but not less in importance
a breadth, which must more or less oppress
and value, is the moral science which the
a conscientious Faculty.
12
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church will expect you to convey and im- ests of this college as it were by the side of
press on the minds of your students Here, the interests of our older college at New
in the formative age, and I may say in Brunswick, that it was its religious necesthe formative state of the young man, he sity, aspect and hope that gave you power
must be taught what belongs to his social to effect what many said it would be imposposition and moral relations. Here he sible to accomplish. It is intended and
should learn that no man is born to live to expected that this college shall be a semihimself—that no man can be independent nary of evangelical religion as well as of
of his fellow creatures—that the opportuni- secular science. It is expected that the
ties of education, though they may elevate word of God shall be a constant text-book
him above the multitude, so far from de- among the students. We wish above all
stroying or diminishing his obligations to things that here our young men shall learn
study and promote the common weal, do to know God and Jesus Christ whom God
but greatly augment their power.
has sent, whom to know is life everlasting.
The laws of justice, truth, benevolence and You will be to them a yearning pastor as
the exercise of a conscience void of purposed well as a trained professor. You will hold
or careless offense to man, should be sedu- up before them on high the lamp of divine
lously impressed. The young man should truth, and showing them the path of holinever perform a single act or omit a single ness, earnestly cry, This is the way—the
effort which does not in some direct or indi- way of duty, honor and happiness. Walk
rect way promote the general happiness. ye in it' And that this suggestion is not all
And it is thought that the college life is a a dream, is manifest from the fact of the
very fit and advantageous season to cultivate connection of theological instruction with
the moral graces. For amidst the collisions, the usual college branches. 0, sir, in this conprovocations and temptations that very templation hope gratefblly rises to the blest
naturally assail young men when they are conclusion that this college will be literally
brought into frequent communication with the school of the prophets, and that the
each other, there is furnished an occasion for Divine spirit of prophecy will fall upon your
the culture and practice of forbearance, labors like the showers of heaven upon the
patience and forgiveness. Here the wise well-cultivated field, making this institution
and timely hint, or the set and earnest exhor- wave like Lebanon with the harvest of saltation of the beloved president, together vation.
with a consistent, gentle and noble example,
But why should I detain you longer?
will greatly conduce to the development My dear brother and beloved son in the
ot moral power. Here the young may gospel, my heart swells with gratitude
readily and effectually learn that mental to our Lord, and I have great pleasure
strength and acquisition are far less effec- in indulging the thought that the Lord has
tual in commending any one to the love, chosen this place for you and qualified you for
esteem and confidence of his fellow men, this place. The Church has seen your faith,
or to invest him with eminent influence for your patience and your perseverance, amidst
usefulness, than an unblemished moral char- many trying circumstances, to bring this
acter, than the reputation for suavity, gen- great enterprise to its present state. And I
tleness, justice and benevolence.
hope, and cannot doubt, that the Master
And there is still anothe'r department will smile on you and the institution and
which, if it be not essential and ger- realize all the rational hopes which you in
mane to the purpose of every college, your enthusiasm have entertained. And
will be so very distinctly to Hope College. though I think I am not visionary myself,
You are well aware, dear sir, that this yet a beautiful scene of coming and expandcollege is the dream of christian hope and ing good rises before my eyes.
the child of christian prayer. You have
I see this college, like a radiating star,
discovered while you were pushing the inter- shooting forth its solitary and increasing light
13
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over the region around. I see my dear
respected Hollandish kindred settled about
these parts, growing in numbers, wealth
and intelligence and becoming more and
more the honored people of the God of
Heaven in these western regions. I see
successive classes of pious and learned
young men go forth from this college to be
the ministers of religion, and also to fill the
places of legislators and magistrates, and
diffuse the principles of morality and religion
which they have imbibed here, through the
community. I see them as in time past

when the country calls, like patriots and
soldiers seizing the weapons of war for the
defense of our institutions. I see a long line
of faithful disciples of Christ, the direct and
indirect fruits of this new College, marching toward the gate of the heavenly Jerusalem; and I hear many a soul exclaiming
with joyful gratitude, Father, I thank
Thee for the success of' Hope College.'
With such impressive charges and hope;
I deliver to you, dear sir, these keys, which
are the sign of your investiture of the
presidency of Hope College.

At the close of Dr. WYCKOFF'S charge, the delivery of the keys was accompanied by
the customary Latin address by Dr. SEE, chairman of the Inauguration Committee; after
which Dr. WYCKOFF proceeded to invest the new incumbent with the beautiful official
robes which had been kindly presented to Dr. PHELPS by some of the ladies of the place
Then followed the inaugural address.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
BY REV. PHILIP PHELPS, D. P.

Respected Fathers, Brethren and Friends:

which has ever been rendered to Christian
The present occasion does not seem to education by our own Reformed Church,
require of me any elaborate treatise, nor both in this and in the mother country. It
would I wish to venture on any such was incorporated into their early creeds; it
attempt after the discourses which have just has been handed down from generation to
been addressed to us.
generation. Divine Providence foreseeing
We have listened with profound interest the use which He intended to make of the
to the glowing words and thoughts of this Puritans in this land, sent them first to the
evening's orator; and I especially have Netherlands, where they learned how to
given diligent heed to the counsels which plant the church and the school-house side
have fallen from the lips and come from the by aide; and then afterward brought them
heart of him who was my pastor during all to these shores, whither they had been
my educational period, and who delivered preceded by the earlier Holland colonists.
to me the weighty charge when I was It was the characteristic jealousy of the
ordained to the gospel ministry, sixteen Hollanders in relation to a sound and thorough education, particularly as an essential
years ago.
But instead of dwelling on any general for the proper exercise of the gospel minisprinciples, I propose to touch on the historic try, which occasioned much of the unhappy
care of our Reformed Church for education, controversy, by which our Reformed Church
with its connection with the Institution over in this new world was weakened and hinwhich I have been appointed to preside, dered in its first century here. For there
and then, in conclusion, to attempt some was a large party who feared that the' adsuitable response to the charge which has vantage to be derived from an educational
course in a newly settled territory would
been laid upon me.
To all well-read persons, the fact has be- fall so far short of the privilege afforded in
come familiar of the religious attention the father-land, that degeneracy would soon
14
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ensue. A similar feeling, on the part of of those who built it, was a school house, emsome, has in these later days retarded the ployed also for a place of worship until they
progress of our own Institution. In both, raised their present consecrated temple!
as it must prove in all other instances, how That frame still stands, and a year ago I
short-sighted such a view 1 As if indi- saw it, on the plains of FAIRVIEW, in the
vidual progress were of necessity linked State of Illinois.
But if our church has such traditional
with what appear to be outward advantages — as if extensive apparatus or muni- regard for education, why have New Engficent endowments, or stately edifices, land influence and New England reputation
however desirable and important in their extended throughout this continent, while
season, could of themselves confer grace or the Dutch progress has been kept within so
even culture —as if, in the absence of them, narrow limits? Simply, or chiefly because
the Lord would not be able to send out men the Hollanders refused to use the English
qualified to do His work! Does not all language until it was a century too late to
success, all comfort, all fitness for duty, retrieve their almost fatal mistake. Whatl
all usefulness, depend simply on the Lord's is the English language so much better than
blessing? And when His Providence bids the Holla,ndish ? No, but whatever God
us go forward in any special way, or in any chooses for anything is best I He determined
particular place, may we not expect His to adopt the English tongue as a uniform
blessing? It is true, as the Scripture saki; one for this continent So, from the
that "money answereth all things," and French, he took away their possessions and
while we live on the earth we need things gave them to the English; from the Dutch,
adapted to the earth; but here comes in the he took away theirs, and gave them to the
promise, that if we "seek first the kingdom English; and afterward from the Spanish,
of God, and His righteousness, all these he took away most of theirs. Is God a
things shall be added unto us." "Man does respecter of persons? Did he love the
not live by bread alone, but by everything English more than the Hollanders? No;
which proceedeth out of the mouth of the for subsequently, he took nearly the whole
Lord, shall man live."—However, the very land away from the British, that he might
mistakes which our Church has made with give it to no one nation, but to the whole world.
But were the Hollanders, or the Dutch, as
regard to the place which outward advantages hold, furnish additional evidence of people derisively call us, inferior to the Brither solicitude for the proper training of her ish? No, again! Old Holland had planted
children. And it is even written in her her flag on every sea; had fixed her nomencatechism as part of the duty enjoined by clature on every region; had penetrated as
the fourth commandment that the ministry far north as Kane has since been; had
of the gospel and the schools be maintained. opened up new regions to commerce everyWhen the first one of our Reformed where. In this country, her sons obtained
churches was planted here at the West, about their land by purchase from the Indians, for
twenty-nine years ago, it was established which Penn has since received so much
by a congregation who had migrated from credit—practised religious toleration to all,
the vicinity of New Brunswick, in New for which even the Catholics of Maryland
Jersey. They took with them from Jersey's have been lauded—and planted the germs of
plains to the Western prairies, the standards those civil institutions which have been
of their fathers; and, true to their lineage, traced so often to Plymouth rock. They
they erected as their first building, a sub- likewise founded the first Reformed Prostantial and commodious structure to be testant Churches, on this continent, at
used for a school house and a church. Yes, Albany and New York; and from Albany
the very first edifice reared at the IVest by our sent out missionaries to the Indians, the
American Reformed Church, which took pre- names of many converts among whom apcedence of the dwellings and barns and stores pear on the early records; and their Church
15
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yet remains unaltered in creed or essential language of the land, and are educating
usage, and with the spirit and purity of the your sons to preach to yourselves in Dutch,
while you need it, and to your children in
Gospel.
But our fathers in this land would not con- English. And, doubtless, you will hail with
form to the way of Providence. Did they joy the resumption of that name, so familiar
not submit peaceably to the sway of the con- to your ears, when our common church in
queror in civil things? Yes. Did they not this land shall be known as the "Reformed
use his language? Yes; they used it for Church."
But let us return to Fairview, in Illinois.
talking; they used it for educating their
children in secular things; they used it for We have seen what was done by our first
making money; they used it for anything Reformed Church at the West At the
and everything but for the gospel; they same time, our missionaries at the West,
would use it for their own ends, but not for with characteristic sagacity, desired, as the
the spread of Christ's kingdom; they would most effectual, or rather the only mode of
do any thing with it but preach in it. This church extension, that the different grades
was the error of our fathers. This I say of schools be established; and the question
was their error in the sight of God, that of founding colleges and seminaries at the
they interposed a national sentiment between West, engaged some of the best minds in
the gospel and the souls of men‘ And we are the Church. But the Lord's time had not
walking in their steps. We are retaining a come, for He had determined to order things
national distinction in our name, which, so in such a way that the various colonists
far as the progress of our church in this whom He expected soon to bring from the
land is concerned, is a very millstone around father-land for the purposes of His kingits neck. Our Church, instead of marching dom, should be drawn back into their own
under its historic banner, as the Reformed church; and into that church, not as they
Protestant Church in America, or the Ameri- had left it in the old country, degenerate
can Reformed Church, clings to a nickname through connection with the State, but surput upon it by others; and instead of going viving in purity. For his own reasons, He
simply to preach the gospel of Christ, would had determined to take away the blessing
make all men submit to Dutch circumcision. from the elder son and give it to the
And what has been the natural and inev- younger. Therefore, when He had brought
itable punishment? Why, that an Irving His people hither, chiefly under the leaderwas raised up to caricature the Dutch. ship of His chosen servant, Van Ratite,
Their virtues have been concealed; their whom He had raised up to be the instruchurch excellencies have been clouded over ment of doing great things, He turned to
by national distinctions, and their own them at once the attention and enlisted the
children have been scattered through all active sympathies of our Reformed Church;
other churches.
and only two years after the settlement the
Those of you in my audience who are General Synod sent as special commissioner
Holland colonists here, have had no antipa- to this Colony the now venerable and always
thies to overcome in relation to a conquer- beloved, Father Wyckoff, whose name is
ing race, but are here in the land of your enshrined deep in the affectionate and gratevoluntary adoption. You have had nothing ful remembrances of hundreds of the Holwrested from you, as our fathers had, but landers, to whose temporal and spiritual
on the contrary, in the equal possession of wants he has ministered; and for which
civil rights, have here acquired your well- great will be the reward of grace in heaven.
earned farms, and shops and merchandise, in This visit and conference served very much
the undisturbed possession of which you to strengthen the ecclesiastical tie which
remain. You are reaping all the fruits of had been begun between our Reformed
your sacrifices, and you are pursuing a Church here and the immigrant churches
very different course. You are using the from the father-land.
16
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Soon after, the desire for Christian educa- Secretaries of the Board of Education, in
tion at the West, which had been so deeply whose hearing I now speak. In fact, this
cherished by many at the East, found room has been one of the most important parts
for practical exercise in the formation of a of my work. But I have nothing to add in
Latin class in this village, through the chief this connection, except that the Lord's hand
agency of Secretary Garretson and Dr. Van has been so manifest throughout, as to make
Raalte. It was formed out of the district the matter of human instrumentality entirely
school, by Elder W. T. Taylor. That dis- subordinate; and the language of those of
trict school is now your Union School, with us whose endeavors have been crowned
its six teachers and three hundred scholars; with success, is, "Not unto us, 0 Lord, not
and the Latin class is proved to have been unto us, but unto Thy name, give glory for
the germ of Hope College and of Faith Thy mercy, and for Thy truth's sake."
As it is no part of my present intention to
Theological Seminary. On that school, the
Board of Education — of which Rev. Dr. enter into the details of the history, let us
Hutton was then, is now, and till he is called now hasten to the conclusion, in which I
to his rest, will remain the honored presi- proceed to attempt some response to the
dent— expended more than $3,000 before charge which lias been in due form laid.
one barleycorn of land had been secured or upon me this evening.
And first, although the labor bas been
one brick laid upon another.
The work went on. The Hollanders arduous and trying in the past, I feel that
were led to give a number of their children the work has but just begun. The responto be educated in a school which had been sibility attached to a position is not to be
planted under their own eye, and which measured by the worldly eminence of that
was within their reach, although, in their position, but rather by the greatness of the
deep poverty, even this was at that time a results sought, and by the difficulties to be
sacrifice; and also to contribute for the sup- overcome in attaining those results. Hope
port of their students until they could be College has not, and of course could not,
taken up by the Board of Education; while have yet reached any rank among the colthat same Board, in conjunction with the leges of the land; its reputation is to be
Board of Domestic Missions, met the salaries; earned by unremitting toil. Not the slightest
and this arrangement has been continued effort has ever been made to give publicity
to its interests before the world. All that
nearly up to the present time.
But when it was proposed to place the has been done, has been for the purpose of
school on a higher basis, and even to crys- furnishing correct reports to the parent
tallize here the interest felt at the east in Denomination, and of awakening an increasbehalf of the cause of Christian education ed regard with her for its support. But the
at the west, it did not seem clear to many time has now come for the child to take her
minds that the present field would warrant place among sister institutions as an incorposo great an outlay on the part of the rated college. In addition to former profesChurch. As soon as Mr. Van 'fleck began sors, two of the best qualified of our ministers
his work of elevating the school, the ques- have just been added to the Faculty, who,
tion was raised as to a change of location. through the favor of Providence, expect
This question was not decided when I came with the new academic year, to enter on
here, and it occasioned at first much per- their professoral labors in the two departplexity on my part; but when I saw the ments in which the Institution has always
way clearly, I did not deviate; and how been most deficient; and arrangements are
firmly and faithfully I have adhered to this about to be made through the permission of
place as the spot where our church ought the General Synod, by which theological
to fix its western educational centre by the instruction likewise is to be begun. Every
establishment of a college and theological thing in relation to the College has now
seminary, is known to the President and been carefully systematized, even to minor
17
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details; and the permanent endowment is
gradually growing.
Now, that the question of location has
been settled, and the whole Church been
brought to recognize the necessity of a college for church extension at the West, and
the facts have been published in relation to
Hope College, there is a growing sympathy
and earnestness, with the manifestation of
which unexpected circumstances have more
or less interfered, but which will yet display
itself in the providing of the full equipment needed to render it "a first-class college."
When I look at the magnitude of the
interests at stake, and consider how indissolubly our very existence as a church at the
West is linked with the future of Hope College and its germinal Theological Seminary,
I cannot but feel that the trust, of which
these exercises this evening are but the
formal and public exponent, is great and am
ready to cry, " Who is sufficient for these
things ? " But I can truly say, that I feel
in my heart that I have been lawfully called
of God and His church to this charge. I
felt it when the position of Principal of the
Holland Academy first sought me; and after
prayerful consideration, with the earnest
inquiry, "Lord, what wilt Thou have me
to do," and with the consciousness that I
had reached a solemn crisis in my ministry,
I was led to acknowledge, This is the path
of duty, and herein must consist for a while
my usefulness.' I have felt the call renewed
as there have come repeated tokens of the
Divine acceptance of my labors. And
again, when I placed my resignation at the
disposal of the Board of Education last
winter, so that they were free to accept it
and open the way for some one else to
become the first President of Hope College,
but they gave the trust back into my hands,

I then felt anew the indications of providential guidance.
And now, what is my ruling principle in
fulfilling the office committed to me? The
paramount purpose of my heart, if I know
that heart, has been to promote the Kingdom of Christ through the instrumentality
of our own Church. Hence, in the execution
of my trust in the College, I pledge all the
strength and influence which may be lent
me, to make the Institution as useful as
practicable to that Christian church, by
whose men and money it has been established. Everything exists for the sake of
Christ's church, and this Institution exists
chiefly fbr the sake of extending our own
branch of that Church, although its benefits
are thrown open to all.
Finally, I call upon this particular Community to cherish the college which has
been planted in the midst of yourselves.
I call upon you, graduates of the Holland
Academy, which must to you bear the relationship of Alma Maler more specially than
any other institution, to be faithful to your
first educational home, and to seek to open
up to others the same advantages which
have been chiefly instrumental in making
you what you have become.
I call upon the Hollandish churches to
show more and more fully a practical thankfulness to the Lord and His church for
giving them, through this institution, a
common bond of strength, and the means of
perpetuating their individual churches by
the ministry of their own sons.
I call upon the American churches to turn
with increased interest to the first educational centre of our Denomination at the west
And I call upon my own soul, and
all who hear me, to seek with renewed consecration, and in every suitable way, the
prosperity of Zion.

The exercises, which included in their course the singing of an English hymn and a
Hollandish psalm, were closed with the pronouncing of the Benediction by the President.
18
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FIRST COMMENCEMENT.

FIRST COMMENCEMENT WEEK.
The following is taken from the correspondence of the Christian Intelligencer of
August 9th, 1866:
HOPE COLLEGE. — The various exercises
connected with the first Commencement of
Hope College, at Holland, Ottawa county,
Mich., were ended last week. The examination began on Wednesday, July 11th,
under the supervision of the Council. On
Thursday evening, July 12th, the inauguration of Rev. Philip Phelps, D. D., as the first
President of Hope College took place in the
First Reformed Church of Holland (Dr. Van
Raalte's). The exercises were opened with
prayer by Rev. C. Van Der Meulen, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., and consisted of an
inaugural oration by Rev. M. S. Hutton,
D. D., of New York, President of the
Board of Education, a charge to the President elect by Rev. I. N. Wyckoff, D. D., of
Albany, former pastor of Dr. Phelps, and
an inaugural discourse by the newly
installed President of the College. All
these productions, by direction of the
Council, are soon to be published.
On Friday evening, July 13th, the Intercalary exhibition of the Institution took
place in the gymnasium, comprising the
delivery of original addresses by the
members of the junior, sophomore, and
freshman classes of the College, with the
recitation of selected pieces by members of
the preparatory classes, all interspersed
with singing by the college choir; and it
was intercalated among the different services of the Week as a substitute for Junior
and other exhibitions.

1866.

By invitation, the members of the Council and others took an excursion on Saturday, July 14th,.to the mouth of the harbor.
The usual anniversary of the Meliphon
Society was held in the chapel on Saturday
evening.
Sabbath evening, July 15th, the first
Baccalaureate sermon was preached by the
President of the college in the First Reformed Church of Holland. On the morning of the same day, Dr. Wyckoff occupied
the pulpit of the Second Reformed Church
of Holland (Rev. A. T. Stewart's), and Dr.
Hutton the pulpit of the First Reformed
Church of Grand Rapids, (Rev. H. E.
Decker's). The Fraternal Society held its
anniversary on Monday evening, July 16th.
On the evening of Tuesday, July 17th,
the first Commencement of Hope College
was celebrated in the gymnasium with the
following programme:

Prayer by Rev. S. Born.
Music.
Oration—Latin salutatory, Prim MOEIIDYK, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Music.
Oration—Hope, Wawa B Clamour, Fairview,
Illinois.
Music.
Oration—Public Opinion, Hsu WOLTMAN, Holland, Mich.
Music.
Oration—Trials and Triumphs of Liberty, Wrm,laK MOERDTK, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Music.
Oration —Man, as he was, is, and is to be, WILLA. SHIELDS, Fairview, Ill.
Music.
Oration —De Pen is magliger dan het Zwaard,
Join{ W. Ts WINKEL, Clymer, N. Y.
Music.
Oration — Skepticism, ALE BULTEEMA, Holland,
Mich.
Commencement Ode—Words and music prepared
for the occasion, and sung by the gradar.ting c.lasa
23
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The conferring of Degrees.
Oration—Valedictory, GERRIT Dexonsmown, Overyssel, Mich.
Doxology.
The pronouncing of the Benediction by the President..

The degree of A. B. was conferred in
course on the following graduates, viz.: A.
Buursma, G. Dangretnond, W. B. Gilmore,
P. Moerdyk, W. Moerdyk, W. A. Shields,
I. W. To Winkel, and H. Woltman. The
honorary degree of A. M. was conferred on
Arend Van Der Veen, M. D., of Grand
Haven, Mich., a member of the former
Academic class of 1860.
Among the brethren who, in addition to
those already named, were called on to participate most largely in the public exercises
of Commencement week, were the following, viz.: Rev. John L. See, D. D., of New
Brunswick, N. j., and Rev. Wm. H. Ten Eyck,
of Astoria, L. I., who, with Dr. Hutton,
were a deputation from the Board of Education to confer with the Council as to
arrangements for theological instruction at
Hope College; also Rev. J. S. Joralmon, of
Fairview, Ill.; Rev. E. P. Livingston,
of Bushnell, Ill.; Rev. N. D Williamson, of
Havana, Ill.; Rev. H. E. Decker, of Grand
Rapids, Mich.; and Rev. A. a Van Vranken, of Centerville, Mich. Rev. Dr. Van
Raalte was absent., having been constrained
to spend some months in Europe, on account
of the impaired health both of himself and
Mrs. Van Raalte.
The session of the Council extended
through Wednesday, July 18th, and before
adjournment, a resolution was passed tendering the thanks of the members to the
families of Holland, whore they had found
so pleasant and hospitable entertainment.
On behalf of the Council,
ABEL T. STEWART, Secretary.
July 27, 1866.

COMMENCEMENT ORATIONS.
These are here printed (not published) in
the order in which they were delivered:
SALUTATORY.
PETER MOERDYX, KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Curatores, quibus hujus scholae scientiarum literarumque est credits procuratio,
salvete 1 Cord& vestra, quum historiam
ejus actam recordamini et pro vita certamina
contemplamini, gratia laetitiaque carte tument, In tenebris densissimis mgritudine
commoti fuistis, sed perduxit spel stella
serena. Deo gratia, illa net prxteriit, aurora
rubefacit orientem et solis splendor meridiani appropinquat Pro vestro erga nos
favore constanti gratias agimus. Colimus
propter gradum dignitatis et honoris. Vos
hoc festo die ex animo salutamus.
Salve et tu, Przeses honoratissime, colegii juvenis nostri pater. Hoc ejus primo
die anniversario, consummationem tuorum
aborum assiduorum fructum opene et fidei,
tibi gratulamur. Planta sata nutritaque tua,
Deo juvante, manu et gum hodie fert primtins, floreat te preside ac laetificet messium
serie uberum. Sit tibi hoc prremium excelsum, hoc corona triumphalis. Potestas tua
sit perpetuata atque scientiae lumen veritatisque fulgeat splendore minime obscurato.
Professores eruditissimi, qui nobis sententias dignas pra3cipere et mentes ad aptam
vitae munerum funetionem finger° conati
fuistis, salvete vos Pro vestra cura vigiantiaque in nos ornamus. Sit vobis fortuna quidem invidenda efficere vestris
pneceptis jucundissima. In futurum sitis
honorati mentes multas formare ad mundum
proficiendnm at honorem bene meritam assequendam.
Fratres sodalesque dilectissimi, momenti
nobis prrecipui tempore hete vos salutamus.
Scientiae convivium copiosum nobis conP. S. The commencement music was vivatom est. Musa ducti, in oris pictis
instrumental, and chiefly rendered by some rnaginurn, bacchati sumus. Vestigavimus
of the graduating class. The students had philosophum acute ratiocinantem. Morum
very tastefully decorated the building—one magistri institutis imbuti sumus. Inter nos
of' the features being a chandelier of ninety ac naturae studiosum est coyjunctio vere
brilliant kerosene burners so arranged as grata. Exquisitae quidem intellectus volupto form in large letters the word HOPE. tates I Mentes nostrae instructae utili en24
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which before was a preventive, now becomes
a relief.
In that foul inclosure, known as Libby
prison— and the sound of that name strikes
a chill into every heart—where our loyal
men were driven, stripped, tortured with
hunger and thirst, scorched with the heat
of the sun by day, and exposed to untold
suffering from cold and dampness by night,
it supported and cheered the captive despite
all his distresses.
It comforts the mother whose only son
may have given himself up to vice and
immorality, notwithstanding her earnest
entreaties and prayers. It keeps up the
desponding heart of the wife whose husband has become a slave to the intoxicating
cup, and has left her alone to perform those
duties which he so solemnly promised to
discharge, but which he has so inhumanly
violated. It is a balm to the wounded
spirit and a healer to the broken heart.
It stimulates the student in the acquisition of knowledge. The path of science is
not trodden without weariness and care;
for, though the labor of the student be not
like that of the mechanic or the husbandman, nor its results directly apparent to the
senses, yet it is fraught with the deepest
mental solicitude, and is the severest tax
on the whole nature. With the desire of
making diversified attainments as preparatory to usefulness, the young man submits
to long years of severe application attended
HOPE.
with many an aching of heart and weariWILLIAM B. GILMORE, FAIRVIEW, ILL.
ness of brain, and not unfrequently disThere is a principle implanted within the couraged by the neglect and unkindness of
breast of every man which enables him to those from whom he expected and deserved
endure hardships, to surmount obstacles, cheering looks and expressions, if not
to overcome difficulties, and to go through material assistance. How could his soul
the daily drudgery of life. So powerful is be kept from sinking as he surveys the
it, that it even raises men above their ordi- long vista of years stretching before him in
nary strength, and makes them equal to the distance, or how could he persevere to
the most surprising endeavors.
reach the goal, were there not some kind
Look at the patriot volunteer. Though, monitor to whisper at each depression —
perhaps, unaccustomed to rigor, he makes hope
long and weary marches, and encounters
Without some such incentive none would
various exposures, bearing within him a ever attain any honorable profession. The
moral antidote against all. Or imagine him hope of becoming competent to relieve
compelled to succumb for a season to mis- the bodily distresses of his fellow men,
fortune and disease, —the same principle incites the conscientious medical student to
25
ditione et ijs disciplina salutaris fuit data ad
efficacius agendum. Vitae hodie stamus
quasi in limine,. Prexceptores et amici
benigni cum oculis nos cupidis intuentur.
Ne frustremur, sed illam exspectationem
quantum legitimam expleamus, et quodcumque facere pot,est manus nostra huic
propositi simplicitate operemur. Its decori
atque ornamento, alma) matri carte. Hoc
prospectu gaudeamus I
Salvete vos, quibuscum concordes versari
jam diu nobis licuit I Nimium cito temporis
ma.nus illam familiaritatem immitis dissolvit.
Commoda immunitatesque recte testimate.
Nihil pretiosum tamen existimate per se,
sed quod vobis instrumentum sit aperiendi
ad utilitatem gloriamque aditus. Socii carissimi, nunc nob:scum htetemini I
Vos quoque salvete, omnes qui ad hos
parietes classicos confiuxistis I Nobis pergratum vitae occupationes diversas vos non
dignari intentione tota. Prudens senectus,
juventus improvidens, vobis libenter gratulamur; Patres atque matronae, virgines
venustae, alacres pueri, —germina futuri,
vobis hoc literarnm festum sit acceptum.
Haurite sententias ex ore sapientiae effiucturas. Aurem ei propitium praebete. Vox
ejus suavis mulceat pectus turbatum, et ex
animis pellat curas tristes. Unicuique opusmus gaudii copiam. Omnes qui adestis,
Salvete I
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thoroughly acquaint himself with the human But you may ask, how is it that the same
system, and to investigate the nature and principle can impel to so different ends,
office of the various remedies, with the that hope should be an incentive alike to
peculiar adaptation of each to its particular the good and to the evil? It is simply
disease. The true statesman, for the sake of another illustration of the fact that sin has
the moral and social improvement of the perverted everything which was originally
people to who he belongs, will expend excellent. Hope was set in the heavens as
his time and money and strength, and will a leading star to attract and conduct the
even labor to set in motion influences that traveler onward to his destination. But
may bless the generations yet unborn.
men have made themselves blind to its
All the objects of hope indeed are not beautiful light, and fixing their gaze on the
laudable; for men may be aroused to seek earth, follow instead an ignis fatuve to their
those things which are unworthy in them- destruction.
selves and ruinous in their effects. FerAnd here it is delightful and instructive
nando Cortez, allured by the hope of to note the Scriptural associations of hope.
obtaining mines of wealth, marched through The earthly mind has grown accustomed to
a waste country, in which he was exposed regard uncertainty as an essential if not the
to frequent attacks from an enemy lying in chief element of hope. So many expectaambush, and entered the halls of Montezuma tions are frustrated, so many desires disto demand and receive his treasure. The appointed, so many plans brought to
highway robber will risk his life in the hope nothingness, that hope is felt by most
of securing the traveler's purse. Unprin- to be an illusion, a chimera, and its realizacipled men will violate the laws which have tion as simply the drawing of a prize in a
protected them, trample beneath their vile lottery. Not so does the Scripture present
feet that dear old flag which has been for it True hope is the synonym of absonearly a century the emblem of our liberty, lute assurance, and it is this very assurand instigate the ignorant and the unwary ance which furnishes an incentive that susto rise up in rebellion against the powers tains under all circumstances. Hope is an
which have secured to them their rights anchor, it is an anchor.
and preserved inviolate their property,
It is in this light that we must regard
hoping thereby to establish a government the name of our new college. That name
of their own over which they may exercise is not merely illustrative of its past history,
authority unrestrained. Ah, vile perversion but sets forth the firmness of the foundaof hope, which leads men to sacrifice inno- tion on which it is built Through all the
cent blood and the dearest interests of a struggles and discourag,ements which have
happy nation, to gratify an unholy ambition! attended the formative period of our
Avaunt thou foul demon!
beloved Institution, hope has been the supBut 0, sweet Hop; whose beam "sheds port and incentive, and our College is
on afflicted minds the balm of comfort, re- emphatically the child of Hope. But now
lieves the load of poverty, sustains the that there is fruition, of which this evencaptive bending under the weight of bonds, ing's exercises are the happy proof, it is
and smooths the pillow of disease and none the less the College of Hope. Hope
pain," I hail thee! And 0, true Hope, College — not yet to become a college —
thou "brother of Faith, twixt whom and not ceasing to be Hope because estabthee the joys of heaven and earth are lished after long waiting —but a college
divided," thou art welcome to this breast! anchored firmly in the labors and prayers
Be thou my attendant through life, and at of its friends, and in the favor of that
the hour of my departure, bear me aloft on gracious Providence who has founded
thy fair wings, and convey me safely over it. Hope College Whatever be the viothe dark valley to the bright realms of ever- lence of the storm, never may its anchor
be removed
lasting bliss!
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only for the interests of the public. They
went through lik, bearing the load of a
HARM WOLTMAN, HOLLAND, MICH.
nation's sorrows and afflictions with trustPublic opinion, as a theme for profitable ing hearts. The people hailed them not as
meditation, is to be considered not in its despots, but with the affectionate appellation
open and often noisy demonstrations, but of fathers, on whose bosoms they could
in those hidden influences which give it securely recline, and to whom they could
safely commit their dearest interests. All
shape and direction.
However much the sentiments of indi- the clouds of calumny could not hide from
viduals are at variance with each other, so their eyes the radiance of those lofty minds
that interminable strifes and controversies to which they were accustomed to look in
arise, we frequently observe that all these hours of darkest trials. As long as these
differences are mysteriously blended to- men lived, they were the guiding stars of
gether, and become one, on •momentous whole communities; and when death finished their illustrious career on earth they
questions.
Tracing back the origin of public opinion were conveyed to the grave amid the tears
we must of necessity come to a few leading of their beloved citizens. And their names
mind; or even perhaps to one; and these shall dwell in the memory of the world till
are generally the most powerful, though the end of time.
Sometimes it appears as if special influnot always the best. Even opinions fabricated by men inflamed simply by selfish- ences had been preparing for the appearance
ness, without the least regard for promoting of some great leader. Examine the times
the welfare of the community, or improv- of the Reformation. After the public mind
ing the moral condition of mankind, will had long been buried in superstition, and
have a great influence upon the masses. fettered by the chains of popery, how did
Prominent examples might easily be ex- Luther, Calvin and others lift up the beahibited, of such as did not hesitate to wade con-light of the gospel, which dispelled the
through seas of blood in order to gratify mists! How did they inculcate those
their own ambitious appetite for unlimited truths which could fix right principles in
power and universal homage, and who the human breast! Then public opinion
nevertheless had such control over the broke the bonds which had held it, and
human mind as to bend it entirely to their shook itself free from the dust of degradation.
wicked designs.
At other times it seems that no amount
Review the past, and you will discover
what such have accomplished for their sub- nor kind of appeal can affect the sluggish
jects. What did a Cfesar, what a Napoleon, multitude. We have an instance of this in
who delighted in carnage, effect for the the antediluvian world, where we see that
prosperity and happiness of the people? the public, instead of calmly heeding and
Did nut their leadership propagate corrupt devoutly pondering the strange and terrible
morals and sinful passions? Did not nations doom which was predicted by the preacher
groan and governments crumble under their of righteousness, persisted in their course
tyrannical rule? And did not their own and gave themselves up to wickedness, till
subjects execrate their memory when their God's wrath overtook them and made them
drink the mixture of his displeasure; and
sun went down?
Contrast with these characters a William while the small band of eight souls, who
of Orange and a George Washington, whose had meditated upon and obeyed the warnvery names are music to those acquainted ing voice of Providence, were safely rocked
with their histories. They, likewise, had in the ark upon the mighty deluge, the rest
an absolute dominion over the minds and who had thoughtlessly yielded to the general
hearts of men, but their consummate skill opinion that God would not execute his
and extraordinary talents were directed judgments, shared the universal calamity.
27
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But why is it that when there is such an of the great have fallen. And may many
endless difference of opinion on almost all more be raised up to lead the masses ir
subjects, men should be swayed so easily ways of virtue and honor till the consumeither for good or evil in great matters of mation of the world.
general interest? Can there be any other
reason than that few people are given to
TRIALS AND TRIUMPHS OF
thought., but most are easily influenced by
LIBERTY.
others. I do not intend to affirm that we
WILLIAM MOERDYJK, KALAMAZOO, MICH.
must cling with pertinacity to our individual
opinion; in opposition to reason and the
Truth and error, like two mortal enemies,
well-founded sentiment of the public. This have ever been arrayed against each other.
would be an absurdity and lead to hopeless The small band of truth's adherents have
strife. But we should weigh well every desperately fought in her behalf, engaging
suggestion which has been set afloat, before in deadly conflict with the innumerable
taking any decided action. Would you not host of those who have enlisted under the
consider those who think, talk, and act like banner of error: now elevating their colors
other men, simply to follow the current, as in token of victory, and again bowing their
mere triflers? They are like empty barrels, heads in forced submission to the violent
that, on account of their very emptiness, attack of their more powerful opponents.
produce the greatest noise when acted upon War and peace have succeeded one another,
by outward force; Why do so many, on though not as rapidly, yet with a certain
important questions, surrender their free and regular succession, not surpassed by
thoughts and actions to become the volun- that of day and night; and the dread sound
tary slaves, the mouth-pieces and tools of strife has been hushed to silence only to
with which their partisans speak and act? break forth in louder and more terrifying
Is it not because they have not learned for peal; after a brief interval of seeming repose.
themselves to distinguish the good coin
Truth is on the side of rational liberty,
from the counterfeit?
error on the side of tyranny in its different
What is the leading influence at present forms; and one of the chief causes of comthat stirs the public mind? Is it not an motion has been the struggle between freeintolerant pressure of haste and excitement., dom and despotis.-n. At one time we see
that aims to tear down without due thought the effort of some single usurper, ambitious
for building up? Is not our age infected to gain possession of the seat of power,
with a wild, enthusiastic spirit, that con- and to sway the iron scepter of oppression
demns without hearing and passes hasty and injustice without hindrance. At another
decisions without investigation? Truly, time it is the united effort of a lawless and
you may say, it ennobles, it elevates a peo- demoralized populace, seeking to cast off
ple, when they have arisen above indiffer- obedience to their magistrate; and to give
ence and indolence; but does not the public full rein to their wicked desires, under the
sadly lose sight of the festina lente, the ac- vain delusion that liberty consists in freecomplishing of a thing with earnest zeal, dom from all lawful and moral restraint, in
and at the same time with calm delibera- the full gratification of all vicious and pertion?
verted appetite; in the entire permission to
Public opinion having free scope, based act according to the impulses of their unon noble principles and instigated by right governable tempers, and in liberation from
motives, exalts a nation. Under its influ- responsibility to society, for violations of
ence arts and sciences flourish The national individual and social rights. But if this
heart begins to beat with the pulsations of were liberty every part of the globe would
health, and the public mouth speaks words soon become the wild range of untamed
of purity and truth. Thanks be to heaven, beasts, and the unhappy prison of abanthere are yet many on whom the mantles doned men.
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Unless liberty were regulated by means rapture, as he reads of the heroic deeds acof law, the human race, which is now complished by the worthy founders of the
rapidly covering the remotest habitable United Provinces of the Netherlands, in
region; would ere long disappear on every their arduous struggle for the liberty of
side. Law and liberty are inseparable. religion and of conscience against the pro"Order is heaven's first law," and without pagandists of the Inquisition and Popery?
it liberty would soon be crushed by the What true born Hollander, or what honchains of oppression; justice and peace est friend of liberty, in every climate under
would be exchanged for anarchy, and hap- the sun, does not cherish, in grateful recolpiness would be plunged beneath the waves lection, the memory of William of Orange,
of sorrow and despair. The liberty of one sacrificing at the altar of liberty his possesindividual does not consist in the removal sions and his life in that glorious cause; and
of all personal restraint from him, but in even invoking the mercy of an offended
security against the oppression of others.
Deity in behalf of his vile assassin? The
Man, without distinction of birth, rank warlike sons of Spain, though far supeor color, was placed on an equality, not of rior in numbers and strength, could not
condition, but of right Therefore, for the check Nassau's feeble band, as it marched
rich to assume the charge of governing the slowly but steadily forward in the cause of
poor, and thus depriving them of the means truth and liberty. For eighty years did the
of improving their temporal condition and brave champions of Holland liberty endure
keeping them in a state of perpetual pov-- the invasions of their oppressors, until, comerty, is the exercise of a prerogative to ing out victorious, they caused the air to
which they are in no way entitled. For re-echo with the sound; freemen /
the strong to abuse the weak, is to exert
How many do not this day pronounce
their strength in a manner entirely unwar- blessings upon the memory of Wilberforce,
rantable. For the educated to deny to by whose benign instrumentality "the slave
others the benefit of their instruction and trade" was abolished; and who, "at one
counsel, and to deprive them of the means blow, struck away the barbarism of a hundof culture, is to be guilty of the basest red nations and elevated myriads of human
usurpation.
beings, degraded to the brute, into all the
Liberty has often been cast into the fur- dignified capacities of civilized man."
nace, but she has come out like gold tried
What true born American citizen does
by the fire. How numerous are the exam- not look back upon the history of his counples recorded in the annals of history of the try with pride and pleasure? Clouds of
collisions between the tyrannical disposition dire oppression and tyranny hovered over
of a single individual and the free spirit of the future of America and darkened the
the multitude. How often, and during how bright sun of prosperity, which had just apmany ages, has the cry for vengeance gone peared above the horizon; the chains of
up to heaven from oppressed subjects. The slavery were already forged, but her brave
trials of liberty have been numerous and sons had inhaled the pure atmosphere of
severe, and have been surpassed only by liberty, and the sentiments of each were
her glorious triumphs.
expressed by that noble patriot who exWho, acquainted with the incessant strug- claimed, "Give me liberty or give me death."
gles between the patrician and plebeian The sons of Columbia resolved to die freeorders of ancient Rome, does not admire men, rather than be bound in the shackles •
the irresistible energy and the insatiable of tyranny. They endured hardships and
thirst after an equality of rights, which privation; and performed deeds of valor,
raised the latter from a state of protracted hitherto unequaled; and at last the standard
bondage and ignorance to a condition of of liberty permanently waved on these
western confines, in defiance of the wealth
equality with the former.
Who is not filled with astonishment and and power of the invader.
29
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We have witnessed in these recent days
a final struggle, the result of which has been
the conferring of an equality of rights on all
our citizens and subjects, and our whole
land is now the asylum of liberty. Ye
whose noble ancestors fought and died for
the liberty of the Netherlands join on this
occasion in celebrating with stringed instruments and songs of melody the liberties,
both of your native and adopted lands.
Rejoice ye whose additional boast it is to
have shared the late struggles of our common country, and to have reaped immortal
honors from the renewed triumphs of American liberty I Let us rejoice together in
every sign which betokens the coming reign
of universal liberty and universal peace.

MAN—AS HE WAS—AS HE IS—AND
AS HE IS TO BE.
WILLIAM A. SHIELDS, FAIRVIEW, ILL.

of his mind and physical powers, can gain
not the merest conception.
A body unsupported falls to the ground.
Newton attributed this to the "force of
gravitation ; " but what has he arrived at in
this more than a name? Can he understand
why it is? Man looks upon the glowing
tints of the rose, the tender azure of the
violet, and the cool green herbage, and he
says that arrangements of the tissueS
absorb some rays of light, and reflect
others, and thus accounts for the difference
of colors. But they grew side by side, and
can he tell why it is that from the same
elements, which he terms carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, this diverse arrangement is
produced?
But let him leave the material creation
and gaze upon himself. Can he understand
the volitions of his own mind —can he
point out the connections between the
objects of sense and the ideas thence derived? How will he explain the phenomena of consciousness, that in his memory
all things he ever heard or knew lie dormant, until some exciting cause may reproduce them.

The work was finished. The Almighty
Former looked down and pronounced his
labor good. Man, the noblest product of
the great Creator, "endued with sanctity
of reason," gazed upon the new creation
and adored the Architect. Perfection was "Lulled In the countless chambers of the brain,
stamped on every lineament In form and Our thoughts arc linked by many a hidden chain,
Awake but one, and lo, what myriads rise,
feature " ineedit deus." His voice was Each stamps its image as the other Mee."
melody —his words poetry — his intellect,
If he attempts to follow out the idea of
how transcendent, unknown perchance to
himself its power and extent., awaiting the endless duration, he finds how contracted
operations of outward things to call it into is his mind. He may, perhaps, to a certain
activity; for then, as now, internal percep- extent conceive of an infinite duration to
come, but can he fathom one which is past.
tion was developed by external objects.
How changed is now the condition of To what a limited extent, then, can man
man. His physical powers are subject to obey the injunction, "Fvcoi dutwrov."
If we leave these mysteries, which it is
decay, his beauty corrupted to deformity,
his mind trammeled. Does he attempt to not permitted any human mind to fathom,
penetrate the mysteries of nature? How we find, of things within the limit of
soon is the utmost limit of his capacity human comprehension, but a small number
reached! "Thus far shalt thou go, and no which are actually investigated, for man's
farther!" Does night, gemmed with stars, faculties lie dormant, and must be aroused.
tempt his thoughts to soar to those un- Long years have to be spent in this way,
known regions? How does infinite apace and then the labor is only imperfectly done.
mock his most eager search t Copernicus Unlike man in his original state, who knew
may reveal the rules of the solar system, the principles of language, and who could
Herschel may discover new planets, and apply them as occasion demanded, if he
yet myriad worlds revolve in their eternal would learn from the experience of past
cycles, of which man, from the imperfection ages, he must give much study to acquire
30
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the language of those time; The first man that it is not for this fleeting time, but
had a perfect knowledge of natural science, for eternity; and the higher mental and
an acquaintance with the herbs of the field moral culture we can attain in this world,
more profound than that of that most cele- the greater will be our capacity for happibrated botanist, Solomon, who spake of ness in another. "He that is faithful over
trees, from the cedar tree, which is in a few things, shall be ruler over many
Lebanon, even unto the hyssop, which things," has a much broader signification
springeth out of the wall," and a more cor- than we sometimes remember. He that
rect and complete classification of animals improves his faculties, as far as is permitthan any zoologist since has ever acquired. ted, will be fitted and allowed to ascend
There was no need of the investigations of higher and higher in the scale of intelli
a Buffon, or of the expeditions of an Agawais. gence and happiness hereafter. Man shall
While earnestly engaged in the effort of be restored to the image of his Maker, be
disciplining his mind, and enlarging his above the angels in rank, be pure and holy,
sphere of knowledge, man's physical powers a ransomed souL"
fail, he is "sub t:psum fronts" (on the very
brink of the grave), and still fields on fields
of unexplored knowledge stretch away DE PEN IS MAGTIGER DAN HET
ZWAARD.
before him. His physical, mental and
JOHN W. TE WINKEL, CLYMER, N. Y.
moral powers, alas I "The trail of the serpent is over them all!"
De mensch, door God geschapen, is een
This is man as he was and is. And what redelijk wezen. Hij is begaafd met verwill he be hereafter, when renewed and standelijke vermogen; vatbaar voor ontwikregenerated, this flesh shall have put on im- keling en door de ontwikkeling dezer
mortality? His body will be transformed vermogens, die zich reeds onder onze voorto something perfect and beautiful—will ouders geopenbaard heeft, zijn kunsten en
show some such surprising change as when wetenschappen langzamerhand tot zeer
the creeping caterpillar soars in the air a hoogen trap opgevoerd.
butterfly, with wings of purple and gold.
En hetgeen 'smenschen vernuft ontdekt
Then with mental powers expanded and heeft, is geopenbaard door de pen, die dan
strengthened, he will be able to progress in ook grooten invloed op aarde gehad heeft!
knowledge to a limitless extent. We do Reeds voor eeuwen heeft de pen hare magt
not believe heaven will be a place of inac- geopenbaard onder de volkeren der wereld.
tivity, as that aged woman mentioned by Zij is ten allen tijde de sleutel geweest,
Longfellow, who supposed she would sit in waardoor de schatten eener natie zijn
a clean white apron and sing psalms; we ontsloten; het middel, waardoor zij verbelieve the mind will be ever busy in new meerderd en bewaard zijn geworden.
Geen mensch is in staat, om in eigen
and wonderful fields of exploration. The
mysterious connection of mind with matter persoon uit te oefenen, wat hij vermag door
will then be understood. The view of middel van de Pen.
Van waar was het, dat eenmaal de
other world; and the history of this, will
then be unfolded as a beautiful panorama. Grieksche natie boven alle andere volkeren
There will be an acquaintance with the uitblonk in kunsten en wetenschappen; van
most profound of the secrets of harmony, waar hare regering, en het ontzag en de
and to crown all, a perfect knowledge of gehoorzaamheid harer onderdanen jegens
the dealings of God with his people, and de overheden; van waar de bouwkunst, die
his plan for ransoming a fallen and guilty zigtbaar was in hare prachtige steden; van
waar was zij zoo ervaren in de beeldhouwworld.
And the present is the preparatory state, kunst dat zij die steden versierde met
in which we must learn the alphabet schoone beelden, en prachtige tempels ter
Here is the true incentive to education eere harer goden; van waar de welspre31
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kendheid en de ontwikkeling in de letteren moesten onderwerpen? Zoo krachtig was
Wijst niet alles ons de invloed van het zwaard I En toch,
en schoone kunsten
terug naar het vernuft) dat zich openbaarde wat baat het een vorst al heeft hij ook de
geheele wereld door het zwaard veroverd,
door de Pen van Homerus?
Zij was het middel waardoor de *natie zoo hij geen wetten heeft waardoor hij haar
gevormd, onderwezen, en geregeerd werd. regeert, en onder zijn gebied houdt? Zou
Door haar ontwaakten de verstandelijke niet een volk zonder wet of regel ten eenenvermogens, die jaren lang begraven waren male een tooneel van verwoesting worgeweest onder den nevel van dikke duis- den? Door de magt van het zwaard mogen
ternis en onkunde.
koningrijken uitgebreid, natien overwonEn niet alleen voerde de Pen haren nen, opstandelingen tot onderwerping
schepter binnen de grenzen van Grieken- gebragt worden, het zwaard is niet in staat
land; maar hare magt strekte zich uit over om te behouden wat het eenmaal overwongeheel Italie, en had een weldadigen invloed nen heeft. Het moge de ligchamelijke verop het karakter van die natie.
mogens van den mensch, voor een tijd
Door de Pen worden schatten van wijs- bedwingen; het kan den geest door zijn
heid aan het licht gebragt : en naarmate magt niet beheerschen.
het verstand ontwikkeld wordt door het
Vestigt het oog op de geschiedenis van
opgraven dier schatten, en men opwast in Mahomed, en ziet, welk eene magi hij door
kennis, naar die mate vermeerdert zich ook het zwaard heeft verkregen. Hij trachtte
zijn Godsdienst voort te planten door midde magt.
Wanneer eene natie eenmaal begonnen is del van het zwaard. Dit gelukte hem tot
te onderzoeken, hebben er ontdekkingen op zekere hoogte, echter niet zonder veel
plaats; daardoor bloeijen kunsten en weten- bloedstèrting. Na een geruimen tijd de
schappen, en van zelfs volgen handel en bloedigste moordtooncelen veroorzaakt te
nijverheid; en waar die zich ontwikkelen hebben, bragt hij Arabie tot onderwerping,
wordt de rijkdom vergroot, de vrijheid en na zijnen dood hebben zijne opvolgers
bevorderd, en het karakter veredeld. Al geheel Syrie, Phoenicie, Palestina, Egypte,
deze dingen nu zijn de vruchten van de Pen, en bijna de geheele Noordkust van Afrika
niet alleen der gewijde, maar ook der onge- overwonnen. Doch na al deze overwinningen moesten die landen door de magt
wijde schrijvers.
Wij willen niet zeggen dat er geen der pen bestuurd worden. De koran was
andere magt bestaat dan die der Pen. Ook het boek, dat de wetten der overwinnaars
het zwaard heeft reeds eeuwen lang over de bevatte.
Let nu op den invloed, dien de leer van
geheele wereld zich doen gelden. Veel zou
men kunnen opnoemen dat de pen heeft Mahomed gehad heeft op zijne onderdanen.
opgebouwd, doch dat door het zwaard is Waar meldt ons do geschiedenis dat het
verwoest. Heeft bij voorbeeld de groote volk door deze leer verlicht is geworden;
veroveraar van Babel, Nebukadnezar, niet waar heeft het zwaard dien invloed uitde rijkste, en prachtigste handelstad der geoefend welken de pen van Homerus had
wereld, Sidon, geheel verwoest door het op de Grieksche natie? Is door het zwaard
zwaard? Werd niet drie eeuwen later de het verstand verlicht, de kennis vermeerberoemde stad Tyrus ten prooi aan het derd? Juist het tegendeel. Van uitvinzwaard van Alexander, die sommigen der in- dingen hoorde men niet; het onderzoek
woners van de vrijheid, en anderen van het werd belemmerd, de vrijheid onderdrukt,
leven beroofde? Was niet bijna negentien de rede ontmoedigd; kennis en beschaving
eeuwen geleden de geheele wereld onder werden tegen gewerkt, het karakter werd
het gebied van het Rorneinsche 'rijk? En verlaagd.
was het niet door de man van het zwaard,
En wanneer er (Teen ontwikkelinn. is ;n
dat de duizenden van vrijheid beroof wer- kennis, kan er ook geen voortgang zijn in
den, en zich aan den scheptor van dat rijk handel on nijverheid, en waar deze ont32
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breken, kan eene natie niet toenemen in door de pen zijn ons onzienlijke, en waarmagt; zij wordt daarentegen geheel uit- achtige dingen geopenbaard.
geput, en ten laatste verzinkt zij in het niet
En dit weten wij, de waarheid, door haar
Het is dus niet door het zwaard, dat eene beschreven, zal voor altijd en over alle
natie sterk is, of wordt; het is de pen die magten zegevieren!
haar doet bloeijen.
Vergelijkt de geschiedenis van Mahomed
SKEPTICISM.
met die der Hervormers. Mahomed en
ALE 1117IIRSMA, HOLLAND, MICH.
zijne navolgers onderwierpen het volk aan
hunne godsdienst door de magt van het
When we survey the history of the
zwaard. De Hervormers daarentegen tracht- human mind in relation to religious views
ten hun geloof voort te planten door de and principles, we find that no age has been
stille en zachte, maar tevens krachtige exempt from scoffers and skeptics. In our
werking der pen, die haren invloed regt- own age, and especially in our own land, it
streeks uitoefent op de sterkste vermogens is worthy of notice, that there is apparently
a general disposition, both to speak and act
van den mensch.
Zijn deze vermogens eenmaal gewonnen, upon religious matters, with respect and
dan is het grootste doel bereikt Het hart propriety. But notwithstanding this semgewonnen is alles gewonnen.
blance of regard, we have little reason to
Nu begon de pen op nieuw te zegepralen. imagine that the enemies of Christianity
De schaduwen van duisternis en ozigeloof, have at all abated their endeavors, though
die reeds eeuwen lang het verstand bedekt they may be less open in their attacks.
The spirit of skepticism is always the
hadden, moesten verdwijnen. Hoe men ook
trachtte de magt der pen te onderdrukken, same, but it has a facility of adapting itself
alles was te vergeef; geen magten noch to the humors and caprices of mankind,
overheden konden haren invloed temmen; assuming such forms and applying itself in
such ways as are suited to the character
geen vlam kon haar verteren.
Het Roomsche juk werd verbroken, ver- of the day. At one time it speaks in the
dichte fabelen hadden geen invloed meer language of open defiance and blasphemy;
op het verstand van hen, die door de pen at another it shelters itself under the garb
verlicht waren. De bron van alle welvaart of candid discussion and free inquiry.
was ontdekt; kunsten en wetenschappen Sometimes the writings of the New Testabegonnen zich te ontwikkelen; scholen en ment but more frequently those of the Old,
kerken werden opgerigt; lust tot onder- are the objects of its derision. Even when
zoek werd geboren; wetten, waarnaar zich it allows the authority of the Sacred Scripoverheden en onderdanen te gedragen had- tures, it will so allegorize their contents as
den, werden vervaardigd; het zedelijk ka- to deprive them of any real influence, and
rakter van den mensch werd veredeld; there is no evidence, principle or doctrine,
en de betrekking, die er bestaat tusschen which it has not in some way endeavored
den schepper en het schepsel, werd ont- to subvert
Skepticism would represent the merits
dekt.
Deze magi en invloed verspreidde zich of all forms of religion as equal, and their
weldra over geheel Europa, en is thans claims as indifferent, placing them on one
level, and thus it would prepare the way
reeds bijna overal openbaar.
Waarom leven wij nu in de verlichte for infusing its own corrupt tendencies,
eeuw? Is het niet door middel van de leading to the unrestrained indulgence of
pen, dat wij bekend zijn met het rijk der vitiated imagination and degrading passions.
The belief in Christianity is not, as skepnatuur, en zelfs ten deele met het koningrijk der hemelen? Wat zou het zijn zoo ticism would represent it, a blind faith and
wij niet anders hadden dan verdichte fabelen! feeling without evidence. No! the ChrisDoch wij hebben iets anders, iets beters; tian believes in the miracles, character and
33
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mission of the Redeemer on the same his- in death. If this doctrine be once admitted,
toric grounds as he believes in the expe- man is totally degraded and placed on a
dition of Cesar, and the battle of Mara- level with the brute.
It is indeed beyond the range of our
thon, or any other well-attested fact of
antiquity. He believes in the authenticity faculties to account for the mode of operaof the Scriptures on the same correct tion of the soul on the body, or to unfold
principles which would establish the au- the nature of the cause itself; but it is a
thenticity of Cicero's Orations. In the rational employment to observe these operadegree of the evidence however, there is a tion; and to trace them to their secondary
great difference. The proofs in favor of causes; and to any one who thus conducts
Christianity far exceed those of any other his researches into the laws and properties
historical influence. It has both the fullest of life, there will be full satisfaction as to
and strongest testimonies from which its their perfect consistency with the principles
heavenly origin is unquestionably estab- of Christian truth.
lished, and by which we receive the Divine
The fact is familiar to all, that when a
authority of Christ, and firmly trust in the sufficient degree of disturbance takes place
promises of grace. Christianity has no in certain parts of the body, the loss of its
cause to fear the spirit of sound impartial active existence follows; and physiologists
inquiry, which the skeptic always shuns, say that the causes of death in the human
but it would only protest against those subject may all be ultimately referred to a
insinuations, which go just far enough stoppage in the functions of either the heart,
to awaken doubt, without promoting the lungs or the brain. When any one
thought
of these three is so affected, that its action
The great aim of skepticism seems to be, cease; the action of the whole body ceases
to annul the relation existing between the with it.. But what reason have we to think
creature and the Creator. When attending that the activity of the understanding will
to any of the works of nature, in each part be destroyed at the same time? For before
of which the power, wisdom and goodness it can be proved that the soul perishes with
of God are forced even upon unwilling the destruction of the organization of the
minds, the skeptic will not only fail to body, it must first be proved that there is
ascribe due honor to their great Author, an identity in their substance and mode of
but he will endeavor to establish the inde- existence. But the more carefully we obpendence of matter, substituting high serve the operation of the mind, the more
sounding words for the Divine will and clearly do we see that there is not only an
wisdom, such as the laws of nature, vital essential dissimilarity in these, but that they
properties, energies of the mind and other do not have a single quality in common,
similar phrase; which, however, upon care- and that therefore the one is entirely indeful investigation, may be resolved into ab- pendent of the other.
surdity.
We know that the brain is the instrument
Of all the elements of Christian doctrine, by which the mind acts on matter, and that
none has probably been more eagerly certain disorders of the brain may considerassailed by skeptics than that of the immor- ably disturb, or even entirely prevent the
tality of the soul. They artfully endeavor free communication of the mind with the
to inculcate an erroneous idea of life, as outer world. But what more does that
entirely dependent upon organization for prove, than that the means of communicacontinuance. In describing the passions tion are imperfect? When they are again
and properties of the mind, they simply restored, the mind declares its identity by
trace them as far as they are related to the the memory of past events. However
bodily organ, sophistically attempting to much remains unexplained as to the mode
enforce the notion that as they are con- of operation of these two substances,
'Elected in life, they will both be destroyed nevertheless we have abundant reason to
34
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be hilly persuaded, both of their connection reach of my voice—to think, to think freely,
and independence.
but to think soberly upon these momentous
Since then the mind is independent of subjects. Awaken your understanding to
the brain, what reason is there to imagine healthful action if you have been perplexed
that the disorganization of the body will by the sophistries of skeptical writings.
also be the destruction of the soul? All Study attentively the works of Christian
that we can conclude from the decompo- men, of men eminent in wisdom and piety.
sition of the external organ is, that the Study the Sacred Scriptures, study them
mind ceases to have communication with practically, and you will become convinced
the outward world, but we have no reason of their Divine origin, and of their necessity
to suppose that it therefore ceases to be or for man. Descend into your own hearts
to act.
and inquire whether it was reason or prejuI do not think it necessary to show here dice that suggested your doubting; and
that the facts which give us the moral cer- whether you have not adopted that system
tainty of the immortality of the human which is most indulgent to your passions,
soul, are entirely inapplicable to the princi- and least in opposition to your vicious
ple of volition in lower animals. We are habits. Be assured that such habits are
left in ignorance as to the source of what leading your soul to a certain, terrible and
we call instinct in brutes, but with regard eternal perdition.
to man it has pleased the Almighty that we
Let me then call upon you to consider,
should not remain in the dark. Besides the earnestly consider the stand you have
knowledge which we may gain by carefully taken, ponder your ways, reform your
studying ourselves and all nature around habits, and acknowledge Him whom you
us, He has given us his word, which directly have so long wickedly and stubbornly deinforms us of the relation between our nied, lest you find out too late that there is
present life and our eternal existence.
a God, whose judgments are righteous and
The connection of God with man is de- terrible toward the ungodly, while He is
monstrably evident "In Him we live and full of mercy and loving kindness toward
move and have our being." His wisdom, those who love and serve Him, and calmly
power and goodness are visible throughout repose their faith in the promises of grace.
the whole universe. It matters not to what
branch of physical knowledge we apply our
VALEDICTORY.
thoughts, if we impartially and attentively
trace it to its source, we are always led to GERRIT DANOREMOND, OVERYSSEL, MICH.
the conclusion that there is a God who has
created and still actively governs all things.
The part which has been assigned to me
The whole creation unites as with one voice on the present occasion, is not to discuss
in proclaiming that He is, and that He is any of the theories of ancient heathen or
infinitely perfect. How then can a rational modern rationalistic philosophers, nor to
creature for a moment entertain a doubt as discourse of the merits of Roman poets and
to the reality of this most important truth? Grecian orators, nor to recount the struggles
How can it be that a man who daily sees of freedom against despotism, nor yet to
around him such innumerable prods of this look forward to the future, when a millenfact can ever become insensible to their in- nial era shall appear.
fluence, except through a voluntary obstiWe love, indeed, to hear with what
nacy in error, and a determined perversion heaven-born zeal such as Luther have toiled
of sophistry? For both reason and philos- for the overthrow of error and superstition.
ophy strictly and literally confirm the Nor can we sufficiently eulogize their
teachings of Scripture.
faith toward God, and their example before
Therefore I would call upon the skeptic man. And it would be appropriate to the
God forbid that any there be here in the present time to awaken our hearts by the
35
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contemplation of those of whom the world the heavens are stormy and the turmoils of
this world darken our pathway, the recolwas not worthy.
Or standing here, at the threshold of lections of your friendship will cheer and
practical life, we might properly glance at animate us. Praying that Heaven may
any one of the broad fields in which the reward you with its choicest blessings, we
educated young man may well exercise and bid you all, farewell!
It seems but as yesterday, our younger
improve his talents, such as politics, science,
Brothers, that we stood where you do now,
literature, medicine, law or theology.
Or we might compare our times even with a feeling of deep interest for the growth
with the best ages before the Christian era. of the Institution, with anxieties and prayers
Let the mind recur to the period of Socra- for her promising future. The last year has
tes, Aristotle and Demosthenes, and contrast fleeted away, and we must now withdraw
the opportunities then furnished with what from your fraternal fellowship. We are
we have, and how truly great do our privi- sailing forth from the quiet harbor of college
leges seem I Take away from a single life, to enter upon that uncertain deep where
generation the present facilitiea of public many a stout vessel has been wrecked
instruction, and behold what barbarism and Now we are better enabled to appreciate
the benefits we have possessed. We can
ignorance would ensue !
IS' you trace the growth of any indi- review the past, and see its bearings upon
vidual, you see how, by a series of estab- the future. You, my brothers, are yet enjoylished means step by step he attains the ing here the advantages of literature and
age of maturity. You see him struggling science, and we would exhort you to use
hard to fit himself for usefulness, and per- them to the best of your ability. Improve
chance honor, by applying himself to mental them in such a way that, when you stand
discipline and acquisition. Undaunted by where we do now, no bitter pang nor
difficulties, with broad views of the future, remorseful sorrow may be mingled with
he stems every current which may oppose. your anticipations. Farewell!
So you may have seen even a circle of youth,
And what shall I say to you, my Brother
sequestered from the common pleasures, en- Classmates? With the farewell of this occagagements and varieties of life. Or you sion, I am allowed, through a kind Provimay this night behold a band, whom I have dence, to mingle peculiar congratulations.
been called to represent on this occasion, This night is to us, in an especial sense, our
who desire here to renew, before God and Commencement It is, indeed, the end of
man, our vows of consecration to the ser- our college course, and the sundering of colvice of our generation and of our Divine lege ties; and yet we do not part nor do
Master, under whatever circumstances he we depart We, most of us, enter this night
on the commencement of' a contemplated
may appoint
Friends and Citizens With the deepest theological course, to be pursued through
emotions have we come hither to meet the permission of the General Synod here
you, and now to offer our parting words. at this place.
All the present collegê classes have reSome of us have spent in this community
the days of childhood and youth; and we ceived a position of unusual privilege, but
are not deceived in saying, that with you especially our own. In a remarkable manare interwoven our most enduring associa- ner has Divine Providence kept us together,
tions. We are now about to be severed and made us the first of the pioneer classes
from the special ties which have bound us of the new college, and now we have had
to our cherished Institution. For all your assigned us a place in the foundations of a
repeated kindness, which, through many a new theological, seminary. Let us walk
year, has been manifested to us, we return worthy of our position. Let us, with
ardent thanks. And often, in future day; redoubled consecration, fulfill the part allotin the midst of cares and perplexities, when ted us, and look to God for his blessing, and
30
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follow wherever He may lead. In this way
-QOM kIENOEMENT ODE.
will we become best fitted for our life-work.
Classmates, I congratulate you on the deeply
When Met we met within these walls,
Our hands had helped to roar,
interesting circumstances of this, our ComThe dawn of college life began
mencement, while as college students, we
In beauty to appear.
bid each other farewell!
Excelsior our watchword was —
We've kopt it e'er in sight;
13e2oved Professors: We shall always reAnd higher yet, with zeal we look,
call, with the most pleasurable associations,
On this Commencement night.
the relation which you have sustained to
In Freshman days, how bright the hope,
us, and think with gratitude upon your
Which did each soul possess I
faithful attention to our welfare. Let there
And ov'ry coming Freshman class
abide with you the satisfaction of feeling
Delights itself In Spa.
that your labor has not been unappreciated;
Oh, ne'er cut loose the anchor, boys
The anchor sure, of hope
and may you reap a rich reward! Though
But In its strength, outride each storm,
in future classes, you may behold larger
And with the billows cope!
numbers, you will find in none, surer eviYet toll alone can bring success,
dence of attachment and respect.
The trusting heart to cheer;
Especially do we turn to you, Beloved
And Diligentia must mark
President, with emotions scarcely to be
The Soph-o-more's career.
That work is light, which with it beam
expressed. Wherever we are, however
The spirit's cheerful choice;
employed, we will ever remember what
And ao,may Loring Diligence,
difficulties have been overcome by you, and
Your Soph'more way rejoice!
with what zeal you have remained at your
As through our college days we glide,
post. As you look at the past, you have
How earnest grows the tie,
been constrained to exclaim, "What has
Which joins our sentiments in one,
And brings us eye to eye!
God wrought!" The little germ has beConcordia!
ye Junior boys!
come a sturdy tree, and is bearing -fruit.
Firm concord bringeth might!
In the name, then, of that "Hope," which
And let your class's maxim be
is now realized, we bid you an affectionate
A union for the right!
farewell!
When came the last of college years,
Gentlemen of the Council: To you, the
That erst had seemed so far,
Then this, the purpose of our hearts,
guardians of the Institution, we present our
Per-se-ve-ran-ti-a !
most cordial congratulations. Its prosperity
Oh, Seniors! perseverance itla —
and usefulness must be to you fountains of
Endurance to the end,
Which makes us men, and bids oar steps
exhaustless satisfaction; and we trust it may
To full success ascend.
claim, by your guardianship, a high rank
among kindred institutions. We hope that
And now, for all our future time,
As thro' life's maze we go,
its course may be onward and upward, and
Be this our motto, brothers all t
that, year after year, its sphere of action
Igpera tu in Deo !
may be widened. We hope that these walls
Yes! Hope in God, when it is dark,
And hope, when it is light!
may send forth many a youthful band, in
For
hope shall never cease to be,
whose progress you may take delight. We
Till lost in perfect sight.
hope that we ourselves may often be allowed
ALLusIoNs.—Eccelsior is the motto.word
to return on like occasions, and rejoice in a
growing success which shall be dear to us with which the highest class (A) of the
Grammar School pursues and completes its
all. And with fond desires that we, as the preparatory course.—Spes, Diligentia, Confirst fruits of Hope College, may breathe cordia, Perseverantia, are respectively the
the spirit of true Christian philanthropy, motto-words of the Freshman, Sophomore,
and prove worthy of our Alma Mater, we Junior and Senior classes. The etymology
of Diligentia brings out the ideas of choice and
bid you, sirs, an earnest and a final fare- love.—Spera (tu) in Deo is the College motto
well/
taken from Psalm 42: 5.
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FIRST BACCALAUREATE SERMON.
PRINTED FOR TEIE GRADUATE CLAW.
Repentance is sincere sorrow for sin,
evinced by turning away from sin. There
surely can be no greater folly than persistTHE BIBLE has one very plain way of ence in what is known or felt to be wrong,
denoting the distinction between sin and whether it be wrong opinion or wrong
righteousness. Sin is synonomous with practice. And especially when continufoolishness, and righteousness with toisdom. ance in sin is so ruinous, when its dreadful
The sinner is foolish—the saint is wise. results are so certain, when its degrading
It is the fool who hath said in his heart, tendencies are so manifest, it is seen to be
'There is no God.' It is foolishness which the veriest infatuation.
is bound up in the heart of a child. It is
There is something about sin, so shortthe foolish virgins who have not the oil sighted and so suicidal, that it needs but
of divine grace. On the other hand, wis- little reflection to assent to the Bible view
dom does not consist in great attainments of the sinner as a fooL A person sins,
of knowledge of any kind, nor in enlarged because of some real or supposed pleasure
worldly experience, nor in nicely discrimi- connected with it, while knowing that the
nating perceptions of what may be needful temporary gratification must be purchased
to reach some desired end — but in the fear at the cost of future and perhaps permaof the Lord. Understanding does not nent pain. Or because, in contradiction of
signify great mental ability, profound philo- all previous experience, he imagines that it
sophical view; superior business capacity — will promote his welfare. Or because ho
but departure from evil.
has some purpose which he is determined
Now we must remember that our text is to accomplish, deluding himself meantrue; that is, it is not merely in the sacred while with the idea of subsequent atoneScriptures, and therefore to be reverently ment. Or because he yields to the frenzy of
received, but it has its foundation in im- passion, and madly braves the consequences.
mutable principles. Whatever God says, Or because through ignorance and indifferis exactly, completely and universally true; ence resulting from former sin, for which,
and the text does not mean simply that to nevertheless, he will justly be held responfear the Lord, is to act a prudent part, and sible, he fails to recognize proper moral
to depart from evil is to evince great judi- distinctions.
ciousness: but it means that the fear of
But in the penitential act and habit there
the Lord, is, in the deepest, fullest and is exhibited the most exalted form of wismost absolute sense of the term, itself, wis- dom. For true repentance is connected
dom, and the departure from evil, is, itself, with that essential feature of a sound
understanding. A person is really wise, understanding, namely, a self-control that
just in proportion as he is pious. This is restrains the passions and regulates the
what the text affirms — let us endeavor to will— with that just estimation which will
verify the assertion.
not suffer it to let go a lasting future good,
I. In the first place, practical piety is for the sake of a present momentary dewisdom, because the elements and character- light— with that far-reaching prudence
istics of piety, exemplify and illustrate the that foresees the evil, and hides itself before
highest wisdom.
it becomes too late— with that quickened
These elements or characteristics may be moral sense which discriminates moral elesummed up as consisting in repentance, faith, ments more correctly, perceiving that no
fact of ignorance, however innocent, can
obedience, and love,
41
Job xxvill: 28. — And unto man Re said, Behold,
the fear of the Lord, THAT is IVISCIODI; and to depart
from evil, is understanding,
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In the business of this world, a mere
change either physical or spiritual laws;
that indifference is itself the most provok- paper promise to pay for an equivalent at
ing of sins; and that all sin is inherently some future time is received, as diet very
and essentially malignant —above all, with substance of the things hoped for, and the
that convincing discernment of the suprem- evidence of the things not seen. It is
acy of the Divine claim; which says, "How bought, sold and negotiated as if it had the
can I do this great wickedness and sin greatest intrinsic worth; and would not he
be deemed demented who should think of
against God I"
Again, Christian faith evinces the highest leading a business life, apart from the
wisdom. If a man should station himself atmosphere of business confidence? But
in the middle of a room containing a few unbelief turns from the promises of God,
small windows, and insist that there is no- although they are endorsed by all His inthing in the universe but that which he, finite attributes.
If these and all other phases of unbelief
from his position, can see through those
windows, we would think him to be little be indubitable• folly, then certainly that
better than a fooL Now, our bodily senses faith which looks at things unseen, and
are but so many windows, through which provides for them, which accepts the prowe become acquainted with the outer mises of God as unspeakable realities, and
world; and our merely mental faculties, which recognizes the spiritual, in the midst
such as memory, reason, imagination, retain, of the material, must be admitted to be the
combine and arrange the ideas which we highest wisdom.
Yet again, Christian obedience evinces the
thus get; and one form of unbelief pretends that there is nothing else — there are highest wisdom. We would think him a
no spiritual realities—there is no such thing madman, who should believe that he could
as a spiritual sense to discern spiritual handle pitch without being defiled, or take
live coals in his bosom, without being burned
things — even there is no God.
But a more common form of unbelief is —who should affect to ignore natural laws,
equally foolish. Suppose that a person to walk on the water as on the land, to rush
were embarked on a vessP1 for a distant against a stone wall, as if he were moving
port, knowing that he must sooner or later through the yielding atmosphere. Yet distouch land at some point; but he makes no obedient sinners are doing this all the time.
inquiry about the country which he may They forget that the laws of the moral
reach, nor any preparation for the end of world are just as fixed and unalterable as
his voyage. Instead of this, he is exceed- those of the physical world. It is an
ingly solicitous that his little room be ele- annunciation which can never be falsified —
gant and comfortable, and that he shall not " Be sure your sin will find you out ! " 'Be
fail to have every luxury and convenience. not deceived" — yet if you persist in selfHe stands by the hour and admires the delusion — "God is not mocked; for whatregular and wonderful workings of the soever a man soweth, that shall he also
machinery which is impelling the vessel; reap!"
The obedient soul, however, practically
but has no anxiety whatever as to the
direction in which it is guided. Every recognizes God's unchanging laws in the
thing around him is so real that he is moral and spiritual universe, and thus disdeeply interested in it, and he has nothing plays another feature of a sound underwithout earnest care in regard to it. But standing. It has been taught by experience
that which he does not yet see, is so vague and reflection, that the moral is more
and uncertain, that somehow, when he may important than the material, and contains
meet it, he will find every thing right, every element of certainty in an equal
according to his wishes, without the neces- degree. Nay, while the Creator may, for
sity of any present concern or knowledge I the highest ends, make exceptions to the
Such is the life of multitudes.
uniform methods of His working in inani42
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mate nature, which, because they are cellence, or towards Jesus Christ who is
exceptions, are called miracles, or mis-called "the chiefest among ten thousands and the
violations of law, and while He continually one altogether lovely "? Would it not
subordinates His wonderful providence, to appear that such a one has no appreciation
the prayers of His people, yet in things whatever of the most exalted excellence
moral there is never an exception! Rather and loveliness — that his moral taste is low
than there should be, God "spared not His and perverted? What! love your kindred,
own Son, but delivered him up." He never love yourself, and not love God! Ah, those
clears the guilty. No guilt is pardoned that very social virtues which the unregenerate
is not laid by imputation of God, on "the heart may, under some favoring circumLamb of God, that taketh away the sin of stances, exervise even to an eminent degree,
the world."
and which many are deluded to imagine
Now, if law reign so powerful and inev- may be accepted as a substitute for that
itable throughout all the creation, and if to piety which is required, are seen in this
obey the lower laws of matter, be both a light as additional evidence of a sad alienanecessity of nature and a dictate of the tion from God.
commonest sense, how much greater eviBut the pious soul, according to the
dence of a well-poised mind is given by measure of grace, can estimate in some
him who yields to the authority of a degree the attractions of super-sensual
superior law —and that, too, even when delights, and can appreciate the wonderful
sentence against its infractions is not exe- harmony of perfection in God, its Recuted speedily! Christian obedience, when deemer. And if one of the most dignified
implicit and complete, is, indeed, the high- and refining of all human studies be that
est wisdom.
of zesthetics, and a susceptibility to the
Once more, supreme love to God, evinces beautiful in art and nature, be among the
the highest wisdom. We know that it higher gifts of our being, has not that intelrequires careful culture in any kind of pur- lect been most elevated and purified which
suit or attainment, to appreciate its own has learned how to grasp grander combinapeculiar excollence. Thoroughly scientific tions and to discriminate more delicate
mesic, for instance, calls for a well-prac- features than belong simply to the earth?
tised ear, to interpret its intricate melodies. Does not a spiritualized taste appertain to
A great work of art seeks for criticism at the highest wisdom?
Here, in the review of this portion of
the hand of a connoisseur. Profound and
valuable speculation can be rightly fol- our subject, we must not fail to remember
lowed only by a real thinker. Should a that except in occasional examples, we have
person select as best among a number of only inferior illustrations of that practical
paintings that which is merely the most piety meant in the text, while the greatest
showy, we would say that he is deficient number are exceedingly defective. But
in taste. Or should one mistake the ob- consider the case of one in whom Divine
scure in thought and expression. for the grace has wrought a deep, habitual hatred
profound, we attribute it to a narrowness of sin, that absurdest of all elements— an
all-sustaining vigor of faith, the very life of
of personal view.
And, is there no such thing as a moral the soul — an obedience which stamps him
or spiritual taste or discernment? And before Heaven as a perfect man and upright
what shall we say, if a person loves him- — an exquisite spiritual refinement resultself, his family, his friends, but not his ing from the exercise of the highest love —
Creator — if he proves that he is susceptible and then, surely every one must be forced
of the most ardent and tender feelings, by to confess:
lavishing affection on others, and yet sends
"Behold the fear of the Lord, that is
forth no fond emotion of the heart towards wisdom, and to depart from evil is underGod, possessed, as He is, of supreme ex- standing."
43
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IL We are now prepared to enter a little and the former life-like countenance. Even
more deeply into the subject of our text, so, the Creator adapted the soul for the
and to observe, in the second place, that reflection of His own glory, and shone on
practical piety is the highest wisdom, be- it, and His image appeared resplendent.
cause it is the exercise of a complete human Lost our nature nothing when it lost that
nature.
image?
Without being technically abstruse or
Then is the spirit only a quality inhering
metaphysical, the Bible reveals the pro- in the basis of the soul? Consider what
foundest philosophy. It represents our animal life is. Is it a substance? Look at
own nature as threefold; and this triplicity that prostrate form from which physical
is alluded to by the Apostle, when he says, life has just departed. What was that
"I pray God, your whole spirit and soul life? Its presence makes the difference
and body be preserved blameless unto the between a noble, beautiful, active organicoming of our Lord Jesus Christ.," in which zation, and a mass of putrescence or a
expression, the order of the terms accords lump of dust So spiritual life or spirit
with the relative rank of the things signi- makes the difference between a dead soul,
fied.
full of the seeds of moral pollution and
That the soul is something distinct from gradually destructive of all lower life, and a
the spirit appears more clearly when we "living soul," which is even a "partaker
consider the original account of our crea- of the Divine nature."
tion. "And the Lord God formed man of Every form of created life exceeds human
the dust of the ground, and breathed into comprehension. There is something myshis nostrils the breath of life, and man be- terious in vegetable life from the lichen to
came a living soul "—that is, the soul which the sensitive plant There is something
he received from his Maker was endowed mysterious in animal life, for "who knoweth
with spiritual life.
the spirit of the beast that goeth downward
Man's body was Made out of something to the earth?" Yet in animal existence
already created, or, as Matthew Henry ex- there is but one species of substance, and
presses it, it was "dust refined." To this all its functions seem to depend on organiwas added a basis on which the image of zation. There is something mysterioug in
God could be impressed, namely, the sou/. soul-life, for the soul continues and acts
And the Divine image itself was really even after it has lost its crowning glory, the
stamped on the soul, which image is spirit, image of God. And there is something
or spiritual life.
mysterious in spirit-life which makes a
But the body is a substance, and the creature like the Creator.
All these lower and higher mysteries
created soul likewise is, of necessity, a
substance; the terms material and imma- unite in human nature. Like the plan;
terial denoting only a difference of proper- man has a physical capability of decomposties or qualities. Is the spirit also, a ing and assimilating the various elements
distinct substance Consider the photo- around him. Like the mere animal, he
graphic process. The artist by means of conducts the operation of sustaining and
the proper chemicals, prepares a suitable perpetuating such organized form as besubstratum, which he submits to the action longs to him, not as a stationary, but as a
of solar or other rays until the desired locomotive creature. For it is the locomorepresentation appears What a wonder- tive faculty which distinguishes the animal
ful display of' intellect, discovering and from the vegetable kingdom; and this facutilizing the agencies of nature Is there ulty demands, of course, senses suited to
no difference between the plate unprinted, that outer world in which the animal is to
and the same plate when glowing with move, and a nervous structure correspondbeauty? Or efface the likeness; and is ent to the intended habit:, — while neither
there no difference between the dull blank sense nor nerve is requisite for the station44
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ary vegetable. And what we call instinct, higher analogies which he does not appreis that inexplicable magnetic influence mys- hend, he sees naught but an inferior animal
teriously connected with the will of the nature by which to be guided. But oh
Creator by which every form of organized man! art thou indeed fallen so low as to be
life is kept "after his kind." Why does one content with being only a nobler type of
plant creep, another climb, another stand animal, and having nothing but a higher
upright? Why do they appropriate dif- kind of transitory instinct! If thy soul be
ferent elements in different proportions? not immortal it is simply because thou
And if they exercise their several functions hast forfeited thine immortality, and wilt
without reason or volition, is it incredible not seek to be created anew through grace.
that a higher kind of organized being Thou wast immortal—I speak in argument
should exercise its functions too without — and if thou art immortal still, what
reason or intellectual volition?
awaits thee then? Or if thou art not
But man is more than plant or animal, immortal—I speak hypothetically—what
has something better than stationary or awaits thee then? In either case thou
locomotive instinct He possesses a soul, choosest death, when thou mightst have
blended with the body, and using the body everlasting life!
Let us imagine now a mere animal posfor communication with the material world
—the bond of union between soul and sessed of every animal perfection, such as
body, being physical life. Is that soul in- was perhaps the serpent before its degradaherently immortal? Yes, so long as it con- tion. Give it the nobleness of the hors;
tinues as God made it, with spiritual life, and the beauty of the gazelle, the eye of the
afterward, only according to God's positive eagle, the strength of the lion, the swiftness
will, which ic to be learned from Revelation of the ostrich, the sagacity of the elealone. For to say that that which the Al- phant And let its instinct have been
mighty has created, He may not destroy stimulated by artificial training—in which,
when it has ceased to fulfill the end for indeed, there can be no- appeal to reason,
which He brought it into being, is to con- but merely an unvarying repetition to the
tradict His own nature. He brings Him- sense and nerve, of the same appearances
self under obligation to the creature in two and successions, until the subject experiways, either by original constitution or by ences additional instances of that continuous
subsequent covenant Adam unfallen, that uniformity which it meets in its natural
is when retaining spiritual life, was essen- condition. Could any conceivable combitially immortal—Adam fallen, that is bereft nation or culture of animal excellencies,
of spiritual life, was mortal or immortal, as make it equal to man? Would it not reit should please the Lord. Hence, in order main a mere animal? Would it be possible
to keep the man from bringing his Maker to convey to such a creature any idea of
under the stipulations of a sacramental accountability or relationship to a supreme
pledge, by putting forth his hand and talc- spiritual Being? Is it not plain that
ing of the tree of life, and eating, and thus between the noblest animal that God could
living forever, God sent him from the garden make, and such a being as man, the human
in which he would have had access to that soul must forever put a boundless distance?
tree. And what is to be done with fallen How mighty, how wonderful the intellect
man, is to be determined by the moral re- —its feeblest exercise forever superior to
quirements of the Divine government, con- the mechanical monotony of animal instinct,
cerning which, God alone is competent to or to the irrational mimicry of animal
judge, but which He has been pleased to tuition, or to the blind obedience of animal
set forth in the most explicit and emphatic subjection!
But now consider a human being as havmanner.
It is just here that the earthly physiolo- ing body and soul, but destitute of spirit
gist stumbles. Refusing to recognize those And leave out of view the fact that sin has
45
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produced both corporeal and mental de- excellence had so refined an instinct and
generacy. Let his body be vigorous and so delicate organs, that when it even utterperfectly perform every peculiar office; let ed articulate accents, it did not surprise
his intellect be even gigantic, and let him Eve in the garden; yet an abiding dishave made every attainment of which it is tinction between the human and all lower
capable. But if he be destitute of spirit or nature, is found in the possession by the
spiritual life—I speak literally, not figur- former of a part that is susceptible of
atively—is he a man? If the noblest ani- receiving the Divine image. That which
mal that creative skill might fashion, be so was thus susceptible must have been exfar below a being endowed with a soul like ceedingly exalted, and the enjoyment of the
man, how far below himself must man be image must have been unspeakably gloriwhen he has lost his crowning glory—his ous, and the loss of the image could not
spirit?
but be dreadfully ruinous, and the restoraBut is he not yet regarded as a man? tion of the image must be correspondently
Well, the man who has been deprived of precious and essential.
Hence, we say that practical piety is the
his limb; so that he can neither walk nor
work, is a man; but has he lost nothing? truest wisdom, because it is the exercise
The man who is deaf, dumb and blind, so of the highest part of a complete human
that ho can neither hear, speak nor see, is nature. And if the most exalted animal
a man; but has he lost nothing? The man be inferior to the most brutish man, because
who is deranged or idiotic is a man; but the latter possesses a soul, must not the
has he lost nothing? And so the man most eminent intellectual development be
who has no sense for discerning the purest inferior to the weakest spiritual life, because
and loftiest and most important realities in that life makes its recipient a partaker of
the universe, namely, spiritual things, may the divine nature? Ah, it is because spirbe a man, as distinguished from a brute; itual life in renewed man is usually so
feeble and sickly and timid, that its germbut has he lost nothing?
Let us here review the gradation. Mat- inal grandeur is so little recognized. And
ter without any organs of nutrition or prop- struggling as it does, at so great a disadagation, as in the mineral kingdom; mat- vantage, and failing to be understood by
ter possessed of nutritive and reproductive the earthly soul, it is not appreciated even
organs, with instinct adapted to stationary in its noble vigor.
Here, however, we are beyond the provexistence, as in the vegetable kingdom;
matter with like organs, and with instinct ince of mere argument You could not
and structure adapted to locomotive neces- reason with any of the lower orders about
sities, as in the animal kingdom; matter psychology, nor with a blind man about
with like organs and instinct, though more colors, nor with a deaf man about melorefined, blended with a different substance dies. Neither can you reason with the
that has the susceptibility and possession of carnal mind about spiritual things. For
the Divine image, as in original man—a like "the natural man receiveth not the things
substance with like susceptibility and pos- of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness
session of the Divine image, but blended unto him; neither can he know them bewith matter that has neither animal organ- cause they are spiritually discerned." Such
ization nor instinct, as in the angelic nature assertion contains no argument—was never
which is a little above the human. Finally, meant to contain any argument—for the
absolute, uncreated, infinite, essential, in- case necessarily precludes all argument.
There is room for nothing but faith.
comprehensible spirit, which is God.
And what is faith? It is the implicit
Now though the mineral, vegetable and
animal, mutually approximate so closely reliance of the creature, who is but of yesthat the line may not be discerned, and terday and knows nothing, on the eternal
though the noblest animal in its native and omniscient Creator. It is the acknowl46
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edged subjection of sense to spirit. Faith
is higher than reason; for while reason is
the highest exercise of the soul, faith is the
highest exercise of the spirit, which is
higher than the soul; and while reason can
go no farther than the human intellect can
lead it, faith can go as far as the divine
Spirit can lead it; and while reason, when
it affirms that there is nothing beyond the
limits of its own faculties, ceases to be reason and becomes folly, or when it ventures
alone beyond those limits, must, of necessity, wander into every shade of absurdity,
faith i; after all, seen to be the most
rational and sensible exercise possible to an
intelligent being. And by this simple faith
we are at the first to receive and ponder
the Divine declaration: " Behold, the fear
of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart
from evil is understanding."
But the great idea of the text is most
strikingly illustrated by the sublime appeal
to which it responds. The important question which the inspired parable has asked
and reiterated in the context, is, " Where is
the place of wisdom?" Is it in the silver
vein, the golden quartz, the iron ore, calling forth, as they did then and do now, the
severest exercise of man's intellect, so that,
in his successful search for their intermingled treasures, "he setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all perfection; the
stones of darkness and the shadow of
death?" Oh no! the miner and the metallurgist merely dig into the earth, and the
earth is not the place of wisdom, but of
food as to its surface, and of heat as to its
subterranean lavas, and of precious substance as to its stones and dust. But there
is a path more hidden still, so deep that the
vulture's eye hath not seen it, so remote
that the lion hath not trodden it It is
that which man has cut for himself
through the very foundations of the mountains, and into the caves of the ocean whose
floods he has bound from overflowing, and
whose riches he has despoiled. But mountain roots and ocean beds only echo back
the same inquiry, Where is the place of
wisdom?' For the depth saith, It is not
in me;' and the sea saith, 'It ia not with
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me.' Nor can any precious thing which
may be drawn from depth or sea, do anything towards its purchase, for, in comparison with it, no precious thing is to be mentioned. But if the place of wisdom be
nowhere in the land of the living, if it has
never been seen by human eye prying into
the lowest deep, nor by the fowl of the air,
soaring to the loftiest height., must it not
be in the unseen world? Nay, not even in
their shadowy realms; for destruction and
death say, Though we have heard the fame
thereof with our ears, it is not with us.'
But He whose eye explores every abyss,
and to whom the darkness is as the light—
He whose will established all those mysteries which human science delights to
penetrate—He prepared and searched out
and saw the place of wisdom —and He
declared 'Oh, man, the place of wisdom is
in thine own heart and in thy daily life.'
Say not, How shall I descend into the
deep, what toils and struggles must I endure to get understanding?— how shall I
wing my way through the upper firmament
where the birds of heaven lose themselves?
—how shall I wander far for buried riches
wherewith to buy it?' It cannot be gotten
for gold, and you shall not find it in the
land of the living nor the shades of death,
for its place is in thy heart and life.
Oh, vain man, that boastest thyself of
worldly wisdom, look not above to think I
will count the stars, and weigh the planets,
and measure heaven's orbits, and search
into infinite space, and thus find wisdom I
Nor look beneath, to think I will cut
through earth's crust, and read an infinite,
antecedent history in that which may have
been in part an unorganized archetypal impregion of sovereign creative skill and
power and purpose, and in part the subsequent violence of God's wrath against sin
Nor look around to think I will analyze
and combine, I will study and utilize the
resources of nature, I will "harness the
lightning," I will send thought to distant
points with its own measureless velocity, I
will conquer old ocean with his own element stolen from his bosom? Nor think I
will even open communication with the
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of our college; and you have been not
merely recipients but co-workers. Your
habits, your attainments, your characters,
your prayers are built in that foundation
which, we trust, will remain until the destruction and restitution of all things. No
material corner-stone was ever laid for us
with public ceremony, to contain mementos for a future generation, but whenever
the moral corner-stone of our institution
shall be disclosed, your tokens will not be
forgotten. This I say, because while the
memory of college days is always an incentive for good, it may, in your instance, become in after years, a powerful agency.
As you proceed on your way, you will
Young gentlemen of the first graduating need every moral stimulus that can be gainclass of Hope College, let me impress on you ed; for the work is real, the snares are constant, the dangers are thick and pressing.
the motto-text of your first catalogue.
Seldom does so special a link unite But in the battle of life, "be strong and
teacher and pupil, as that which has bound quit yourselves like men 1" (1 Sam. iv: 9,
us together. In a sense which can never and 1 Cor. xvi : 13.) As you are no longer
be repeated here to so full a degree, though children in year; so be men in purpose.
it belongs in great measure to the three You have, each, made professiori of the
other of the first college classes—you are faith which is in Christ Jesus —cultivate
my class. I have been to you as preacher, your whole nature, but especially your
preceptor, counsellor, brother, friend and spirit, for that carries with it the proper
companion; and during the seven years of care both for soul and body.
our connection, there has never been an inYou remember how often, and with what
stance in which any one of you has forgot- profit and delight, we have used that simple
ten our relative position, or needed even a key of knowledge, that as man was at the
hint m to student fidelity and zeal. With first perfect, all true education must consist
some of you, I have ascended from arith- in a gradual return to that primitive excelmetic, geography, English and Latin and lence. We must be natural, but the nature
Greek grammar, to what are regarded as must be the new, not the old. And instead
higher branches. Nor, as you and they are of repeating that "the perfection of art is
well aware, is it inconsistent with the jus- to conceal art," we say that the perfection
tice due to others who have meanwhile be- of art would be to reach entirely the true,
come your instructors, to say that I have original nature. And instead of imagining
exclusively shaped and mainly superintend- that education can be satisfied with getting
ed your entire course of study. Together at the beautiful shape within a rough block
we have been compelled to touch, however of marble, we believe that while it is clearslightly, on almost every division of the ing away the rubbish, the divine Spirit
curriculum. Together, too, we have gone must breathe into it the breath of life, so
into the woods, and there and on our own that there appear at length, not an intelground; have labored with our own hands. lectual statue, but a living soul. Into
We have worshipped together, evening and whatever department of philosophy or scimorning, at our academic altar, and on the ence we entered, you know that we always
Sabbath in the sanctuary. We have passed found this simple truth a master-key.
together through the varied and often trySo also have you found other simple
ing expericence connected with the infancy Bible-truths to be instructive guides—so
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unseen world and get back thence the dull
echo of earthly wisdom t After all, thou
thyself remain& the same. That world thou
hast scanned, is all without thee. Those
treasures thou hut gathered, are no part of
thee. Thou hut not changed thy nature
thou hest added nothing to thy being—thou
haat not secured even personal or social
satisfaction—for the place of wisdom is nowhere else than in thy heart and life. It is
not above, nor beneath, nor around, but
within thee: for the fear of the Lord,
which must have its seat in thy soul, that
is wisdom; and to depart from evil, which
is the outward manifestation of the inner
life, thal is understanding.
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shall you always find. Never be afraid to unfolded in nature, while, apart from Reveplunge into any depth of speculative lation, it is not competent to theorize
thought, nor to soar to any height, nor to with safety. Does the delicate student
traverse any distance, while you hold fast who avails himself of the labors of some
to God's infallible word interpreted by His hardy pioneer for a knowledge of hidden
Spirit to an obedient soul. Care not what and remote facts, feel that mere physical
human authorities you impugn, if the Di- effort has done the work? Was there not
vine be with you. Let no mere --Worldly requisite also his acute and skillful mind to
eminence in science or even in theology, describe and survey and arrange those
deter you from your own independent and facts. So neither is his intellect adequate
reverential investigations. While self-suf- to the full research— but for tho true comficient thinking is characteristic of a fool, prehension of the works of God, there is
personal thinking is characteristic of a needed a complete man. And it was not a
rational responsible man.
Solomon, that prince in worldly wisdom,
As to the culture of your intellects, the but comparative babe in spiritual growth,
text gives you the best incentives. For if and realizing the theory better than the
practical piety be the exercise of the high- practice; it was a David, the man after God's
est part of our nature, and that too in own heart, who, in the sublimest ecstasy,
relation to the most abstract, difficult and and in the deepest devotion, and in the most
intricate of all subjects, it is impossible, frequent measure; calls upon the works
but that the merely mental faculties be of the Lord to praise their Maker.
refined and strengthened. Piety is not
The mere philosopher, indeed, may not
only wisdom, but it implies constant be willing to acknowledge his indebtedness
growth in wisdom; and here appears the to Revelation for those truths which he has
profound philosophy of the maxim. " Bene learned, but whether consciously or unconGrasse, bene siuduisse." Other things being sciously, he is all the while breathing an
equal, he will be the best natural philoso- atmosphere purified by its influence, and
pher who has been renewed in spirit, who illumined by its rays; and can he tell why
commences with faith, and to that adds it is that nothing veritable or valuable has
science.
ever been discovered in nature where the
In this connection, you may understand real light from Heaven did not shine? The
the relation of human science to the divine law of gravitation, for instance, was first
Revelation. God made all things, and recognized by one who had become acknows all things, and is to be believed quainted with that God who " hangeth the
both in His word and in His works. But earth upon nothing." (Job xxvi: 7.) And it
the soul must first study its own nature, is said of this eminent sage that "amidst the
and receive its essential life, "being born great variety of books which he had conagain, not of corruptible seed but of in- stantly before him, that which he studied
corruptible, by the word of God which with the greatest application was the Bible;
liveth and abideth forever." (1 Pet. i: 23.) and he understood the nature and force of
It is the word, not the works which God moral certainty, as well as he did that of
uses as instrumental in regeneration. There- a strict demonstration."
Be still farther admonished by the infore the word is superior to the works for
the proper development of our nature. struction of one who, as a direct gift from
But here, just as mere intellect, while it Heaven, received the desire, capacity, opporfails to discern the spirit of the word, may tunity and achievement of acquiring all
render important aid in the explanation of human science. "God gave Solomon wisits letter, and in the establishing of sound dom and understanding exceeding much,
principles of interpretation —so it assistá and largeness of heart, even as the sand
us to discover and analyze and classify that is on the sea shore. And Solomon's
those facts which are gradually becoming wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the
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children of the east country, and all the proper place. (Job xxxviii : 36.) Accordwisdom of Egypt. For he was wiser than ingly says the Psalmist, "Thou desirest
all men; .... and his fame was in all truth in the inward parts; and in the hidnations round about And he spake three den part, Thou shalt make me to know
thousand proverb; and his songs were a wisdom!" (Ps. : 6.) On the one hand,
thousand and five. And he spoke of trees, out of the heart proceed evil thoughts "
.... and of beasts, and of fowl, and of and acts, (Matt xv : 19.) and on the other
creeping things, and of fishes. And there hand, "with the heart, man believeth unto
came of all people to hear the wisdom of righteousness." (Rom. x: 10.) Let, thereSolomon, from all kings of the earth who fore, no mental application or bodily
had heard of his wisdom." (1 Kings iv: strength or weakness—let no outward ac29-34.) Yet this was mainly the culture tivity or dream of usefulness, prevent you
of his intellect, for it did not keep him from the culture of your hearts. "Keep
from subsequent backsliding. But after thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are
having had full experience of knowl- the issues of life." (Prov. iv: 23.) Thus
edge, riches, power, honor, pleasure, only, canst thou practically verify the asserbeyond all others, and of the vanity and tion of the text; thus only, canst thou
vexation of their possession, without corres- have a complete nature; thus only, canst
pondent spiritual grace, and after having thou be strong and show thyself—s
perplexed himself with those higher mys- (1 Kings 2.)
teries which belong to enlightened faith But, the text is not for you and me alone,
alone, he returns to the precise significance it is for all. In its light, how great appears
of our text: "Fear God and keep His com- the responsibility of a public profession of
mandments, for this is the whole duty of religion, and how imperative the duty of
man." (Eed. xii: 13.) It is to the young gaining that grace which shall enable its
especially that he is speaking; and he first possessor to show a sublime example of a
says, "My son, of making many books, there complete nature, to the confounding of the
is no end; and much study ia a weariness of caviler; and how glorious the privilege of
the flesh." Yet it is a duty for those whom becoming the sons of God! In its light
God calls to it, for "to seek and to search how dreadful the condition of the unregenout by wisdom concerning all things that erate! Dead souls! They see, but they
are done under heaven, is the sore travail perceive not; they hear, but they underwhich God hath given to the sons of men, stand not; yet because they hear, there
to be exercised therewith." (EccL i: 13.) comes to them the startling cry :
And there is a very high nobility impressed "Awake I thou that steepest, and arise
on him who, in his zealous devotion to from the dead, and Christ shall give thee
science, keeps his body in subjection to his light!" (Eph. v: 14.) Because they retain
soul, if not to spirit But intellectual study a soul which can still apprehend moral
is not enough. The fear of the Lord, and relationships and duties, there comes to
the departure from evil, according to • His them the inspired admonition—it proceeds
law—that is the whole duty of man; and from the mouth of Him who knows every
the performance of such duty is the very created nature, and even His own trans"beginning of wisdom." (Ps. exi : 10, and cendent mystery:
Prov. ix: 10.)
AND UNTO MAX, the whole human family
Therefore, in conclusion, my dear young —Hs, the omniscient Creator — SAID, at
men, remember that the great personal work the beginning, for all time —BEHOLD, pause
of every one's life must go on in his own and earnestly consider — THE FEAR or THE
heart For "wisdom is the principal thing," LORD, that IS WISDOM, SO the place of wis(Prov. iv: 7.) and God " hath put wisdom in dom is in thy heart — AND TO DEPART
the inward parts," and " hath given under- FROM EVIL, IS UNDERSTANDING, SO the place
standing to the heart"
its special and of understanding is in thy life. Ames.
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